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Foreword
The world’s most devastating armaments at readiness aboard submarines, stealthy and invulnerable: there is a fearsome mystique
to undersea nuclear deterrence. The acronym SSBN represents the reality of a nuclear-armed and nuclear-powered ballistic
missile submarine, but also the idea of catastrophic retaliation and thus the prevention of major war starting in the first place.
But the reality is more complicated, especially in an era of technological disruption, strategic competition and growing multipolarity. In
the Indo-Pacific region, four powers – the United States, Russia, China and India – have SSBN programs, and two more – Pakistan and
North Korea – aspire to improvise some kind of nuclear-armed submarine capability. At the same time, much is expected from improved
submarine hunting, with combinations of novel technologies involving autonomy, magnetic anomaly detection and advanced computing.
To help decision-makers navigate this changing strategic environment, the National Security College at the Australian
National University has embarked on an ambitious research project. With the generous support of the Carnegie Corporation
of New York we are assaying the interaction of strategy, technology and the maritime context to understand the changing
risks to peace and strategic stability around SSBN programs and anti-submarine warfare capabilities in the Indo-Pacific.
In its first year, the project has conducted research workshops, a major international scenario exercise and multi-disciplinary
technology assessment activities. We have also commissioned a range of leading international scholars and security practitioners
to outline current knowledge and expert judgements in related fields. This volume is the project’s first major publication. In his
characteristically uncompromising fashion, Norman Friedman combines deep expertise with candid assessments. He poses a striking
challenge to the notion that an era of transparent oceans is ahead, and makes a case for the continued role of SSBNs in contributing
to strategic stability, while acknowledging the limitations and uncertainties. A future volume in this series will carry forward the debate
with contributions from multiple authors offering specific perspectives on national SSBN programs, technologies and strategies.
I commend Dr Friedman’s substantial contribution to our project. I also acknowledge colleagues who have played significant parts in
getting the project to this stage, including James Goldrick, Stephan Fruehling, Roger Bradbury, John McGarry, Katherine Mansted
and, especially as the indefatigable editor of this volume, Katherine Baker.

Professor Rory Medcalf
Head, National Security College, Australian National University
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Key Points
This paper forms part of a study on New Technologies, New Risks and Sea-launched Nuclear Weapons led by the ANU National
Security College with the support of the Carnegie Corporation of New York. The study looks at strategic stability in the IndoPacific over a twenty year time frame with a particular focus on technologies relating to undersea warfare and nuclear deterrence.

•
•
•

•
•

•

Strategic submarines are likely to become less vulnerable in the future. As knowledge of the oceans improves,
strategic advantage will depend on the ability of submarines to operate in places where they will be difficult to
find and track.
Given a more multipolar world, nuclear powers may need to split their strategic submarine fleets to face
multiple adversaries. The ability to attribute the nationality of strategic submarines and sea-launched missiles will
be critical.
Increased commercial exploitation of the sea may prompt countries to invest more in underwater surveillance
and fuel the development of undersea sensors and networks not yet envisaged - factors which might affect the
relative ‘transparency’ of the oceans. Noise generated from seabed industrial activities is likely to greatly complicate
submarine detection in the future.
Current submarine silencing seems to have defeated the sound surveillance systems used during the Cold War
but by 2039 greater computing power might revive such capabilities in a different form.
Regardless of advances in submarine detection, much depends on how precisely strategic submarines can be
located and destroyed. The biggest obstacle to more effective anti-submarine warfare (ASW) is communications
and since communication limits seem to be physical rather than a result of technology it is difficult to see how this
obstacle can be overcome.
In the future, it is likely to be far more profitable to attack elements of the strategic submarine system (such as
communications and missile systems) than the submarine itself.
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1. Strategic Stability
In theory, the basis of strategic stability - of averting World War III - is
absolute confidence on the part of all parties that they cannot destroy
their enemies’ strategic weapons in a first strike. The associated
assumption is that the effects of a nuclear or thermonuclear strike
would be so horrific as to be utterly unacceptable; they would
collapse the victims’ entire society. Fortunately this belief has never
been tested but it is worth pointing out that at times rulers have
questioned it. In the Cold War, the Soviet Union made serious
attempts to convince people that they could survive strategic
attack by various civil defence measures. These attempts failed,
not least because decades of Communist rule had engendered
a high degree of cynicism in the Soviet population. Similarly,
claims by the United States about the efficacy of civil defence for negating the deterrent effect of strategic weapons - often fell
completely flat. The present Russian regime is reportedly again
trying to convince its population that nuclear war is winnable and
it may be enjoying greater success than during the Cold War.
It is widely believed that the basis of current strategic stability is that
strategic nuclear submarines (SSBNs) are inherently invulnerable.
During much of the Cold War, however, that was obviously untrue.
Although it appears that the Soviets were unable to track US SSBNs
until the late 1970s, the US Navy could certainly track their Soviet
counterparts using long-range acoustic systems. The Soviets also
had other strategic weapons, mainly land-based missiles, and the
US lacked any defence against them. Early in the Cold War the
US government actually did have a first-strike capability in which
it believed because for a time the Soviets stored their warheads
separately from their weapons - for reasons of internal security.
If the belief in the absolute destructiveness of nuclear and
thermonuclear weapons is the basis for strategic stability, it
seems reasonable to argue that reality cannot quite match what
governments believe. It would seem to follow that the single most
revolutionary possible experience of the next three or four decades
would be a limited nuclear war which did not live up to its advertising.
An example might be an India-Pakistan war in which nuclear
weapons were used only against army formations. The impact of any
nuclear exchange which did not kill millions of people would do more
to kill strategic stability (to the extent that it is based on deterrence)
than any advance in strategic ASW or in ballistic missile defence.

The current Russian attempt to sell nuclear war as a
viable proposition is probably a far greater threat to
strategic stability than any technological change.
It is not of course clear to what extent anyone inside the Russian
government believes the advertising and the Russians do have a
long history of lying boasts (‘pokazuka’ in their language). Moreover,
beliefs among the Russian population at large may be irrelevant
6

as far as government decisions go. Advertising that nuclear war is
winnable or tolerable is probably largely a way of staving off largescale panic in the event that aggressive government policies may
seem to risk war. It may also be a way of reassuring Russians that
government military policies which emphasise nuclear weapons at
the expense of conventional power are rational. The true basis of
current policy is more likely to be the unaffordability of conventional
military forces. A nuclear emphasis is likely to be attractive to any
country which finds mass conventional forces too expensive.
It may, however, be that the core of strategic deterrence is not
the threat of millions of dead, but rather governments’ fears of
being erased by a single sudden stroke. Late in the Cold War, in
its Soviet Military Power booklet, the US government published
a crude map of the shelter system under Moscow to which the
Soviet leadership would have withdrawn in a crisis. It seems
reasonable to assume that the Soviet leadership was expected to
read this diagram as a warning that in the event that deterrence
failed, they would be the first targets. Interest in threatening the
Soviet leadership directly rose out of a study of exactly what they
might find deterring. Up to that point the US position had been,
essentially, that a threat the US leadership would find terrifying
would similarly terrify Soviet leaders. There was also a belief that
a large enough nuclear attack would inevitably include whatever
damage Soviet leaders would find unacceptable, although it was
often admitted that no one had any good evidence of what that
might be. Leadership targeting (as a threat) had been rejected
in the past for fear that there would be no one in the Soviet Union
able to negotiate an end to a war. The idea of using limited
attacks as negotiating ploys had been an important theme
among US strategists. The threat to the leadership reflected a
realisation that the Soviet leadership was inherently selfish and
that it would therefore respond only to a personal mortal threat.
Would such an attack have worked? Could US strategic forces
have penetrated into and destroyed these shelters? The Russians
took the possibility seriously enough to announce an automated
fail-safe system to retaliate in the event of a decapitation strike.
The US perception had an important implication. It did not take
the realistic threat of a huge attack to deter, only a credible threat
to Moscow or even to the shelter system under Moscow. As long
as Moscow was always within missile range, and as long as its
strategic defence could be overwhelmed, deterrence was likely to
be effective. Given the very long range of current US, British and
French submarine-based strategic weapons, it does not seem
difficult to maintain multiple strategic submarines both within range
and widely separated. Wide separation matters because it much
complicates any attempt to neutralise the threat of those weapons.
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Conversely, a regime which can plausibly claim it (if not its
population) can survive a strike gains leverage. As the North Koreans
have built up their nuclear arsenal, the US government has generally
relied on an ability to deter a North Korean attack using the threat
of nuclear strikes. Yet it is often claimed that the North Koreans
have dug shelters deep enough into their rocks that it is impossible
to be confident of killing Kim Jong Un and his associates. Kim’s
actions, and those of his predecessors, make it difficult to believe
that he and they will be deterred from some desperate act by the
prospect of heavy casualties among the North Korean population.
In any case, deterrence is different from actually fighting. The
threats which make up a deterrent are typically not at all the attacks
planned in the event that war breaks out. The actual war plan is
generally very carefully guarded because it attempts to disable an
armed enemy in some fairly subtle way. Public war plans intended
to deter tend to emphasise the horrors to be visited on the enemy,
which may be unacceptable but not a particularly effective way of
disabling the enemy’s own attacks. This distinction probably matters
a good deal more as strategic forces are cut by means of treaties.

Strategic submarines are part of a larger strategic
defence system. How well that system can be expected to
work depends on how all its elements work.
The submarine is linked to a command system and a
strategic warning or sensing system on which commands
are based. Strategic defence is at one end of the chain
and whether the submarine weapon reaches its target is
at the other end.
During the Cold War, the US Navy paid considerable attention to
the reliability of the command and control system, which at the
time employed, among other things, extremely low frequency
(ELF) antennas capable of sending simple messages to deeply
submerged, hence relatively invulnerable, submarines. The ELF
systems no longer exist and it is not clear whether their replacements
are sufficient. On the other hand, missile ranges are now so long that a
US strategic submarine can probably listen safely at shallow depths.
During the Cold War it was often pointed out that without sea-based
(that is, highly mobile) strategic weapons the United States could
only threaten the Soviet Union over a relatively small arc along which
defence weapons could be concentrated. Even though sea-based
attack forces were dwarfed by their land-based equivalents, their
existence forced the Soviets to spread their strategic defences over
much wider areas. Given finite Soviet resources, this considerably
enhanced the viability of the US land-based attack force.
Strategic defence is improving to the point where within a very
few years the US system will probably be able to beat off a light

attack, say by North Korea. At what point is strategic defence so
effective that the threat of strategic attack begins to dissipate?
If a first strike cannot succeed, then it might seem that strategic
stability would vanish. In fact it seems impossible for any defence
to be good enough to engender enough confidence to start a
war without fear of retaliation. The consequences of even a small
failure are too terrible. It seems unlikely that this logic will change.
Even if a system is 90 percent effective, a 10 percent failure rate
would be unimaginably destructive to the defender. It may be
easier to believe in things such as high-powered lasers than in
anti-missile missiles, at least for now. However, it is difficult to
imagine that anyone could stage a convincing demonstration
of defence against even a moderately large missile attack. Any
strategic defence has a saturation point. The fewer the attacking
weapons, the better the chance that the defence will work.
Current strategic submarine forces are substantially weaker
numerically than those active during the Cold War, probably
partly because it has been assumed that terminal defences
would be ineffective at best. As terminal defences improve,
the question will be how many targets must be held at risk to
maintain deterrence. Different governments held quite different
views during the Cold War. The US position through most of the
Cold War was that a Soviet government could be deterred only
by the prospect of massive national destruction. The minimum
deterrence targeting policy which underpinned the US strategic
submarine program would have destroyed a large percentage
of the Soviet urban area. At about the same time, the French
government had a radically different view of minimum deterrence
- that it was enough to be able to guarantee the destruction of
the two most important Soviet cities, Moscow and St. Petersburg,
and even perhaps only Moscow. That still required considerable
firepower, particularly given the strategic air defence system the
Soviets had erected around Moscow, but it could all fit onboard
one submarine. Where the number of submarines in the US
strategic fleet was based on calculations of minimum deterrence
in the form of a percentage of Soviet industry wiped out, the
number in the French (and, for that matter, the British) deterrent
fleet was based on the need to maintain at least one submarine
on patrol, the assumption being that this single submarine
could be counted as invulnerable. These calculations become
more complicated if there is more than one rival superpower.

The arms treaties negotiated during and immediately
after the Cold War were bilateral; neither superpower took
China into account. That seems less and less rational as
China modernises and acquires substantial amounts of
great-power weaponry.
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At present, this seems to be an issue mainly for the United
States. However, in the past the Russians have certainly feared
China and the Chinese have pointed to past Russian seizures of
Chinese territory in Siberia. It is not difficult to envisage Chinese
coercion of Russia and a Russian need to mount a strategic
threat in return. That would certainly be conceivable over the
time-span envisaged in this study which extends through to
2039. The Chinese now face an Indian strategic threat comprising
both land- and sea-based missiles. It is difficult to see how the
Chinese can accept some arms limitation framework involving
the two current nuclear superpowers without taking the Indians
into account. Over the time span envisaged, it is also entirely
possible that Japan will adopt nuclear weapons, and in its case,
submarines would seem to be far more attractive than land-basing.
Any attempt to disarm a future Japanese land-based strategic
force would necessarily be extremely destructive, given the
concentration of the Japanese population in a few large cities.
During the Cold War, it would have been easy to attribute any
attack. No one but the Soviet Union was likely to attack the
United States. Any attack on the Soviet Union would have been
a North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) strike, almost
certainly American. It is generally easy to attribute an attack by
a land-based missile since space-based systems can determine
its path. A similar determination of the path of a sea-based
missile is no problem, but it leads back to a patch of sea.

Unless all submarines are tracked and identified at all
times - a most unlikely possibility - attacks by sea-based
weapons are essentially anonymous. This reality raises
the possibility of catalytic forms of warfare.
To some extent, the United States tracks foreign missile tests to
collect, among other things, signature data. The United States
also samples nuclear debris which escape from underground
tests. It seems unlikely that any other power is capable of (or is
interested in) maintaining similar surveillance. In the past, the
United States has generally tried to inhibit countries from building
nuclear weapons. It has generally argued its nuclear umbrella will
protect them against neighbours or rivals which go nuclear. That
argument is likely to weaken over time. It is one thing for the United
States to threaten North Korea when North Korea cannot threaten
it, and another when North Korea has its own intercontinental
ballistic missiles. Whether or not the North Korean weapons are
a realistic threat (particularly given US ballistic missile defences)
there is presently much greater pressure on both Japan and South
Korea to develop their own nuclear weapons. They may also
consider sea-basing the best option. Although it is very unlikely
that either country will have strategic submarines within five
years, a horizon extending into the 2030s seems to be a different
8

proposition. For these countries, a major attraction of sea-basing
is that an enemy first strike would not destroy their populations.
It might be argued that barriers to the development of ballistic
missiles should inhibit governments from adopting a sea-based
deterrent, but the Israelis seem to show that need not be the
case. Their submarines reportedly are armed with cruise missiles
and some years ago it was claimed that the weapon in question
was tested on an Indian Ocean range. The Israelis also show
that another technological barrier, the difficulty and expense of
developing nuclear submarines, may be irrelevant. Their missiles
are reportedly onboard diesel submarines (they have no nuclear
ones). The reports of an Israeli deterrent are credible because
the Israelis already reportedly operate a land-based ballistic
missile force as a deterrent. It would seem that the looming
development of Iranian nuclear weapons would make that deterrent
(supposedly missiles held in caves and brought out to fire) far
less secure. Whether or not the 2015 Iran nuclear agreement
has been effective, over the period of this study it seems likely
that Iran will construct a nuclear arsenal. It is not clear whether,
over the same period, that Iranian enmity to Israel will moderate.
The calculation leading the Israelis to adopt a relatively inexpensive
submarine solution may apply to other prospective nuclear
powers because it seems that development and construction
of a nuclear submarine (even without missiles) is expensive
and difficult. The Israeli calculation seems to have been that
their submarines would be operating in an area of very limited
anti-submarine threat, the Arabian Sea. The question of whether
cruise missiles are adequate depends on an evaluation of Iranian
air defences which may force the Israelis into something more
expensive than the current reported subsonic cruise missile.
At present, North Korea operates a non-nuclear ballistic missile
submarine, which it is using to test its future sea-based ballistic
missile. It is not clear whether the North Koreans expect to take
the step beyond and build a nuclear strategic submarine. No
one near North Korea has the sort of Cold War-era long-range
submarine detecting and tracking system which the United States
deployed during the Cold War. Japan reportedly has bottom
arrays but they are concentrated in choke points through which
Soviet submarines would have passed during the Cold War.
The North Koreans can therefore make much the same sort of
calculation the Israelis have, at least for the Western Pacific.
As many sensors are unlikely to be able to distinguish between
strategic and non-strategic submarines, trends in global
submarine forces should also affect the ability to detect and
track strategic submarines. More countries seem to want
submarines, seeing them as a vital prestige item (whether
their submarines spend much time at sea is another question).
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Some have bought submarines as a useful counter to growing
Chinese sea power. The presence of these submarines in Chinese
strategic submarine operating areas might make it more difficult
for anyone hunting the Chinese submarines to be effective.
The nuclear submarine club is more exclusive than the nuclear
weapon club, probably because it is difficult to develop a compact
nuclear powerplant. There seem to have been two basic lines
of development, one beginning in the United States and the
other in the Soviet Union. The British bought US technology,
which became the basis of their own; the French reportedly
stole it (but their later reactors were quite different from the US
type). The Chinese probably acquired early Russian technology
before developing their own. The Indian nuclear submarine is
apparently based on Russian technology.1 It seems unlikely that
any current user will be happy to sell its technology. However,
several countries, such as South Korea and Japan, have enormous
experience with land-based power reactors. It is difficult to imagine
that they cannot translate that into submarine powerplants.

In the past it might reasonably have been suggested that
the need for extreme precision, for example in machining
elements of a guidance system, would limit the number
of countries which could develop very long-range
submarine-based missiles. However, all countries now
have access to GPS and equivalent navigational systems,
and these systems are effective well above the earth.
It seems likely that such technology will proliferate in the near
future, as users are all aware that the operator of a GPS-like
system has the option of suddenly switching it off or reducing its
precision. That was the rationale for the European Galileo system,
which went live in 2016, and also for the current Chinese system.

Really long submarine missile range, as in the current US and
British Trident submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM), seems
to have changed the strategic ASW situation significantly. It can
place strategic submarines well within range of friendly naval
forces even when they are within range of their targets. That was
evident when the Soviets moved their strategic submarines into
bastions. To get a sense of what really long missile range means,
Beijing is less than 3,000 nautical miles (nm) from the North
Pole. To be sure of tracking and destroying submarines within
range of Beijing, the Chinese would have to attain a kind of naval
dominance over much of the North Pacific and the Arctic Ocean, a
very difficult task. Alternatively, they would need some very rapid
means of sensing which would locate submarines everywhere. As
will be noted, there does not seem to be much prospect of that.
Attaining that sort of range - the ability to hit a small target with
an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) fired from a moving
submarine - is by no means a trivial proposition. The submarine has
to know where it is to a high degree of precision. Very long-range
inertial guidance requires precision engineering. In the case of
Trident, and probably of other very long-range submarine missiles,
precision is attained in part by using star sights to correct for errors.
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2. The Vulnerability of Strategic Weapons
Strategic submarines seem to be key to strategic stability. Since the
1960s they have provided a deterrent which is apparently immune
to a first strike. It seems to follow that any effective and credible
means of wiping out an enemy’s strategic submarines would in
itself upset strategic stability. The two scenarios usually posited
for upsetting strategic stability by wiping out the ‘invulnerable’
deterrent are bombardment by long-range nuclear missiles based
on known positions and trailing by submarines which could be
ordered (or scheduled) to attack. At least in the latter case, it is
sometimes argued that if enough strategic submarines were sunk
by trailing submarines, there would be a strong temptation to have
the remaining ones fire before they too were destroyed. A similar
argument, that a credible threat can cause a strategic power to fire
before it is disarmed, applies to other strategic weapon systems.
The key to a disarming bombardment of strategic submarines
would be some means of wide-area detection, which is typically
described as ‘turning the sea transparent’. In theory, if all or most
of an enemy’s strategic submarines at sea could be localised
sufficiently and simultaneously, large nuclear weapons falling near
them would disable or sink them. Since this sort of detection and
localisation has to be done over a very wide area, the transparent
sea threat is usually associated with space-based sensing.
Trailing is a different matter. It depends on whether individual
submarines can be picked up by pursuers which would have
to be nuclear attack submarines (otherwise they would have
insufficient endurance). They would probably have to keep tracking
over a lengthy period. It is also possible to imagine trailing by
surface ships, although generally they have not been as effective
as submarines in this role. It is also sometimes suggested that
unmanned devices could be so multiplied that they could detect
and track all submarines via some sort of network. The sheer
sea space in which strategic submarines can operate seems to
make that questionable, but the issue will be discussed below.
As in the case of strategic defence, it is important to distinguish
between what might be possible and what a government, even
one under intense pressure, would be tempted to do. Just like a
failed strategic defence system, a failed disarming attack would be
disastrous. If, as posited, it would not take many weapons to impose
unacceptable damage (for example, to national leadership) it is
difficult to imagine any government chancing that. One conclusion
would be that almost any deterrent force imposes considerably
stability. The disarming strike could not possibly be tried out in
peacetime. The attacker would literally be betting their country that
they got it right the first time. That makes strategic stability very
much a psychological issue: whoever tried the disarming strike
would have to be immune to fear that anything could go wrong.
Although this paper is concerned with whether such a means is
likely to be devised, the reader should be aware that submarines
10

are by no means the only possible stable deterrent. The only
candidates for obvious vulnerability to a first strike are fixed
land-based missiles. Any kind of mobility makes it difficult for an
attacker to be sure that the first strike can and will work. Even a
fixed missile force can be arranged to launch under attack, as
it is exceedingly difficult to ensure that all of an enemy’s fixed
missiles, which may be widely dispersed, can be destroyed at
the same time. The timing of the attack would be extremely tight.
Mis-timing would cause fratricide, as warheads flew through the
nuclear effects of other warheads. These effects would probably
disarm some of the attacking warheads. Timing would be extremely
difficult and the attack might take long enough that all or most of
the force could be launched during it. Whether or not that was
actually possible, a potential attacker could never be sure that
suitable arrangements had not been made. This consideration
certainly affects both US and Russian land-based missiles.
It can also be argued that even if these missiles can be destroyed,
the necessary attack will probably spread destruction far beyond
the missile fields. During the Cold War it was often said that
because US land-based missiles were all in the Midwest, anyone
destroying them would inevitably kill millions of Americans. A US
President would find it rather difficult not to retaliate in that case
using whatever weapons they had left. That would mean bombers
and submarines, both of which offer a degree of immunity.
The argument against any reliance on fixed land-based missiles
is that adopting a doctrine of launch-on-warning or launch-underattack carries immense dangers. If the warning is accidental,
there is no way to recall the missiles and war can be triggered
without anyone attacking. The Cold War included at least one
incident of accidental warning. To some extent, a doctrine
of launch-under-attack could rescue stability, since missiles
would not be launched until nuclear weapons actually burst
among them. The main argument in favour of land-based
missiles is that they enjoy the best connectivity to command
centre and are hence the most controllable strategic weapons.

One might posit a future force of stealthy long-range
bombers to hit land-based missiles, either fixed or mobile.
Their practicality depends on the future of stealth. Whilst
stealth reduces signature, signal processing restores
visibility. Looking out to 2039 means asking about the
future of Moore’s Law, the claim that signal processing
power doubles every 18 months, if not more quickly.
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It seems to be widely assumed that although stealth can be
effective against short-wave radars such as those used for
targeting or defensive missile control, it is not particularly useful
against longer-wave radars, including those looking beyond the
horizon. If the bomber force was detected (and identified) as it
penetrated another country’s air space, it would inevitably trigger
exactly the kind of strategic response no one wanted in the first
place. For that matter, unless all the land-based strategic missiles
were destroyed very nearly simultaneously, the attack would fail
catastrophically. In theory the new hypersonic missiles might solve
the problem but their approach would certainly be detectable from
such a distance that they would trigger a mass missile launch.
Mobility applies not only to submarines but also to some land-based
missiles (as used by both China and Russia) and to weapons
onboard aircraft. It is certainly true that land-based mobile missiles
can be hunted much more easily than submarines, but it seems
unlikely that an attacker could be sure of wiping out all of them
simultaneously. Space-based sensors can certainly see mobile
missile launchers but their view is always periodic rather than
continuous and they cannot somehow be detached to follow
individual missiles. Sensors onboard a large Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) could probably lock onto a mobile launcher but an
enemy’s air defences would probably suffice to destroy the UAV.
Any reader who finds this unrealistic may want to go back to the
extensive anti-mobile missile campaign the US-led coalition waged
against Iraq in 1991 when the attackers had absolute air control.
It is generally conceded that none of the Scud launchers were
hit. Much has been done since the 1991 Iraq war and a modern
anti-Scud campaign would probably rely heavily on UAVs to track
launchers. However, it seems clear from the 1991 experience that
decoying and concealment would likely ensure the survival of some
mobile launchers. Moreover, mobile launchers are only slightly
less well adapted to communication than are fixed launchers.
Then there are strategic bombers which, in theory, can be launched
on warning of an enemy missile attack. In the US, in the 1960s,
Strategic Air Command (SAC) managed to get its bombers into
the air with 15 minutes’ warning. That may be a bare minimum
but it is also possible to maintain bombers continuously airborne
(bombers on station are relieved periodically as their fuel runs
down). The bombers and their crews are subject to considerable
strain but airborne alert can be maintained for a considerable time
and possibly nearly permanently. The alert cannot extend to a very
large fraction of the bomber force but, if it does not take many
attackers to make a credible deterrent, that may not be necessary.
This deterrent seems less credible than in the past, in the face
of sophisticated air defences. However, bombers armed with
medium-range ballistic missiles would seem to combine reasonable
invulnerability with the ability to penetrate enemy defences. That

was the idea behind the US-British Skybolt missile of the early
1960s. Recent Russian claims for long-range bomber-launched
missiles suggest a similar view. Missile-armed bombers are
flexible and far easier to control than submarines. Through the
Cold War, the US view was clearly that the massive investment
the Soviets had made in national air defence was not nearly
enough to diminish the ability of bombers to deliver their weapons.2

It is important to remember that there would be ways
of ensuring superpower strategic stability even if the
problem of hunting nuclear strategic submarines was
entirely solved. The rest of this paper is devoted to that
problem - which does not seem on the verge of solution.
Any country with a large land area can deploy either a widelydispersed force of fixed and hardened strategic missiles or a force
of (perhaps stealthy) mobile long-range missiles. Any country can
deploy bombers armed with very long-range missiles although of
course they do not currently exist. It would seem that the rise of
GPS and similar satellite navigational systems materially reduces
the difficulty of deploying a mobile land- or air-based ballistic
missile force, since the key problem in any mobile system is for
the missile guidance system to know its position and motion at
the moment of launch. That has certainly been a major issue for
submarine systems and it has been solved for very long-range
US and Russian missiles by using automated star sightings by the
missile as it rises above the atmosphere. To the extent that GPS or its
equivalents solve the problem for the missile, an important technical
barrier to deploying a long-range mobile deterrent disappears.
The question of submarine survivability as the key to strategic
survivability seems to apply not so much to the three superpowers
as to smaller nuclear powers, which may rely entirely on submarines.
At one time, France operated a three-dimensional nuclear deterrent:
submarines, supersonic bombers, and missiles spread across a
plain in central France. The cost of modernisation made it impossible
to retain either the bombers or the land-based missiles, although
to some extent French tactical strike aircraft still offer a strategic
capability. Britain always had a one-dimensional deterrent: initially
the V-bombers and later strategic submarines. India currently has
both land-based missiles and a submarine, but the land-based force
seems to be in soft launchers, hence quite vulnerable. Israel may
have a three-dimensional force, using mobile land-based missiles,
but the Israelis probably consider their submarines the core of their
deterrent. To the extent that their deterrent is currently directed
mainly at Iran, the crucial sea area for Israel is probably the Arabian
Sea, where the broad-area ASW threat is currently very limited.
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During the Cold War, the Soviets came to operate their strategic
submarines inside areas they felt they could depend, which were
called (at least in the West) the bastions. In addition, they built
submarine shelters within the bastions. The US Seawolf-class
submarine was designed specifically to operate in the Soviet
bastions.3 Its operations were expected to tie down Soviet attack
submarines. Since there is no effective means of underwater
identification of friend or foe, a Soviet hunt for US penetrator
submarines would almost certainly have had the side benefit of
engendering attacks by Soviet ASW forces on Soviet submarines.
The Soviets accepted that their strategic submarines were not at
all inherently invulnerable: they had to be defended in some way.
We do not know exactly why the Soviets decided to develop longrange submarine-launched missiles but it seems plausible that
they wanted to be able to move their submarines to defended or
at least defensible waters. The successful Walker spy ring, and
possibly others, must have made it clear that US submarines
were successfully trailing Soviet submarines, and that their
submarines were quite loud. It appears that the Soviets began
a silencing program in about 1970 which would be consistent
with breaking into US naval communications in about 1969.4
Some years ago the Chinese navy built a heavily-fortified submarine
base on Hainan Island reminiscent of the Soviet shelters. It may
follow that the Chinese see the South China Sea as a future strategic
submarine bastion broadly equivalent to the one the Soviets tried to
set up in the Barents Sea during the Cold War. It does not, of course,
follow that the Chinese see their strategic submarines as their most
vital national asset which the rest of their fleet exists to protect. It
is even possible that the Chinese see their base as a means of
avoiding any need to defend their strategic submarines actively.
The Russians are currently the main suppliers of Chinese naval
technology not developed indigenously. The current incarnation of
the Chinese Navy developed under Russian tutelage and with the end
of the Cold War relations between the two navies resumed. It seems
reasonable to imagine that current Chinese naval thinking owes much
to Russian thinking late in the Cold War, which included an emphasis
on bastions as a way of preserving strategic nuclear submarines.
The South China Sea may be particularly attractive as a bastion
because its hydrographic conditions are considered unusually
difficult for ASW. That means that the water is layered with
channels which trap sound, such as a shallow surface duct.
It is difficult for a hull sonar onboard a ship to see across the
area, although a variable-depth sonar may do better. The
only reliable sonar path is a more or less vertical one, which
can be used by bottom-mounted sensors or by sonobuoys.
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Chinese reports of a ‘great underwater wall’ and attempts
to turn the South China Sea into a Chinese territorial sea
are consistent with a bastion point of view. The ‘great
underwater wall’ is described publicly by its builder,
the China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC), as
a surveillance system to be completed by 2020 using
bottom-mounted upward-looking sensors.5
The effectiveness of a pure bastion strategy is dependent in part
on the range of the missiles carried by the submarines nominally
protected inside the bastion. Current Chinese naval ballistic
missiles do not seem to have a range consistent with firing from
a bastion in the South China Sea. It is, for example, about 11,600
kilometres (km) from the fortified base at Hainan Island to San
Francisco, and about 13,500 km from that base to Washington.
The JL-2 SLBM has a rated range of about 8100 km. The nextgeneration JL-3 is rated at greater than 5,600 nm, which is about
10,200 km. On 2 June 2019 China successfully tested the JL-3
SLBM from Bohai Bay (South China Sea). The JL-3 may have a
considerably greater range, particularly if its payload is reduced.
Over a time span of several decades it seems likely that the
Chinese could produce a sea-based missile with sufficient range
to reach anywhere in the United States from the South China Sea.
Chinese policy to take control of the South China Sea predates
the development of long-range ballistic missiles and, at
present, most of the countries around that sea are hostile to
China (the Philippines may be the exception). Most of them
also are building diesel submarine forces which are potential
threats to Chinese strategic submarines operating freely in the
area. However, it would be unwise to assume that over twenty
years the current Chinese policy of seeking dominance of the
area will fail. The Chinese may also see their growing carrier
force as a means of maintaining the security of the area in the
face of enemy ASW forces, such as maritime patrol aircraft.
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3. Strategic Submarines in a Multipolar World
The Cold War world was at least nominally bipolar, which is why
arms limitation treaties were negotiated between the United States
and the Soviet Union. The Soviets considered the two other NATO
nuclear powers, Britain and France, so strongly tied to the United
States that they did not have to be considered separately. The
United States accepted the reality of the Sino-Soviet split. It seems
to have been assumed that the small Chinese nuclear arsenal
was directed at the Soviets. President Nixon’s breakthrough
recognition of Communist China as the legitimate government of
China was intended to apply pressure to the Soviets. There was
no expectation that the US strategic force would have to deal
with both Russia and China. Four decades later, however, a US
strategic force just sufficient to deter the Russians does not seem
to have sufficient surplus firepower to deter the Chinese as well.

larger the number of submarines operating at sea, the better
the chance that a space-based (or, for that matter high altitude)
ocean surveillance system would pick up non-targets. It would be
embarrassing enough if the attack triggered by such a system failed
to destroy some of its targets. It would be a lot worse if it targeted
the wrong submarines. Their destruction would warn the real
targets and might trigger an attack before they could be destroyed.

The end of the Cold War has made the world far more
multipolar than before. The number of nuclear powers is
likely to increase over the next twenty years. The nuclear
submarine club is currently more exclusive than the
nuclear weapon club, however, nuclear proliferation may
change this because on a per-missile basis, submarines
are far less expensive than sophisticated missile bombers
or masses of land-mobile missiles.

This situation would be very different from that of the Cold War,
when the last major studies of strategic ASW were published. At that
time both the US and the Soviet Union operated large numbers of
strategic submarines. That considerably complicated any plan to
gain a sudden strategic edge by destroying many of them. As missile
performance and size improved - which gave the submarines far
more flexibility in operating areas - submarines became substantially
larger and more expensive and a lot less numerous. Thus, in the
US Navy, forty-one Polaris/Poseidon submarines were succeeded
by eighteen Trident submarines, later reduced to fourteen under
the final post-Cold War arms control agreements. The British and
the French operate far less numerous fleets. It takes about three
or four submarines to keep one SSBN continuously at sea, which
would suggest that the United States has no more than three
or four strategic submarines at sea at any one time (the United
States probably does somewhat better than others in this respect).
That is probably too few and there is current pressure to build
more of the Columbia-class which will succeed the Ohio-class.6

In 2019 there are four more nuclear powers (India, Pakistan,
Israel and North Korea) each of which has its own concerns and
ambitions. Iran is probably close to having nuclear weapons,
reportedly with extensive North Korean help. It seems likely
that within a decade, and probably a good deal sooner, Japan
will have nuclear weapons as a deterrent against North Korea
and, to a lesser extent, China. South Korea will quite possibly
develop weapons of its own to deter the North Koreans and
possibly also to threaten Japan. We now know that during the
1970s Taiwan had a very active bomb program (which the US
derailed) and it may well return. There are also other potential
candidates. Saudi Arabia, for example, has long been a rival of
Iran for primacy in the Islamic world. The Saudis once bought
Chinese intermediate-range ballistic missiles (presumably as
a threat to Iran) and for many years the Saudis underwrote the
Pakistani military in return for a pledge of support in an emergency.
Such nuclear proliferation has a twofold bearing on the submarine
problem. First, some of these countries will deploy secure deterrents
in the form of submarines. Imagine the impact of a much more
numerous multinational submarine force on a ‘transparent ocean’
system. The systems typically envisaged would operate from
space and would be able to detect submarines but would have
little or no ability to distinguish one submarine from another. The

Second, in the face of a multipolar nuclear world, the major
powers may feel constrained to split their strategic submarine
fleets to face multiple countries. That will be somewhat
simplified if their submarines can fire very long-range missiles
which can reach several countries from a single launch area.
In either case, the prospective loss of a few submarines
might have a much greater strategic impact than in the past.

Against the need for greater numbers of strategic submarines (or
for that matter for strategic ASW) is the pressure of all the naval
functions which must be fulfilled on a day to day basis. They include
tactical ASW which competes with strategic nuclear submarine
forces for personnel and other resources. The projected cost of the
Columbia-class is already a serious problem for the US Navy. In
the United Kingdom, the cost of four Polaris submarines probably
largely explains why the British government felt compelled to
abandon a project to build new aircraft carriers. Ultimately that
helped sink any hope of maintaining a serious presence east of
Suez, although that development played out over a considerable
time. This equation was not discussed at the time but it seems to
have been implicit. In both Britain and the United States the navy
has sought to move the cost of strategic submarines out of the naval
budget on the ground that they were a different kind of capability.
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It appears that neither navy succeeded. At present, the
Columbia-class is part of the long-term naval program which
is not counted as a separate national strategic endeavour.
During the Cold War both the British and French submarine
fleets were closely enough allied with the United States that
they were most unlikely to mount attacks on their own. The
Chinese had virtually no strategic submarines and their
strategic force was oriented mainly against the Soviet Union.

In a bilateral world there is no real question of who had
fired weapons against either side. Now, in a decidedly
multilateral world, the single key fact of ballistic missile
submarines is that, unlike land-based missiles, they do
not automatically announce their nationality. If they are
used, governments need some means of identifying their
country of origin.
The US government spends heavily on just this question, collecting
signature information about missiles and bombs, even those tested
deep underground. The knowledge that such information exists
reinforces deterrence, since at least in theory it makes it possible
to know who is responsible for a nuclear attack. The US strategic
defence program includes measures to detect and observe
missiles approaching from any direction (or, for that matter, fired
at any other country) including measurement of their parameters
as soon as they rise above the atmosphere. This capacity should
in itself have a considerable deterrent effect, since this observation
should provide identification. At the very least, unless details of
the system become available to a potential attacker, the attacker
cannot know whether their missile has been or can be identified.
Another factor is also relevant here. The sensors envisaged
in this paper are poorly adapted to identify the submarines
they detect although they may be able to measure their speed
and course. Conventional submarines may be distinguishable
by their low patrol speeds. It is much less likely that such
systems will be able to distinguish one nuclear submarine
from another. In that case, nuclear attack submarines may
be unintentional decoys for nuclear strategic submarines.
India operates a Russian attack submarine and has built a nuclear
strategic submarine; there will doubtless be more. When the North
Koreans announced their own strategic submarine program,
South Korean legislators said that a South Korean nuclear attack
submarine program was warranted. There was no great outcry
that this would be nearly impossible, but at the end of 2018 there
was also no announced program. On 23 July 2019 North Korea
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revealed its latest indigenous submarine, a modified Romeo-class
submarine reportedly able to launch ballistic missiles through its sail.
If Japan should ever adopt nuclear weapons they will also likely
become interested in nuclear submarines. Brazil has a longstanding program to develop a single power reactor for both
land use and for a submarine and although it has not borne fruit
in the past, twenty years ahead is a long time to assume it will go
nowhere. Over two decades, other countries will probably also
become interested. Canada, for example, has twice considered
buying or building nuclear submarines in 1989 and 2011.
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4. Submarine Sanctuaries and Economic Development
Looking ahead in the strategic world usually seems to mean
looking ahead technologically. In the case of submarines, the
question is often whether the sea can be made transparent.
However, a look twenty years ahead must also take politics which often means, effectively, geography - into account. In the
case of the oceans, the most important factor may be the impact
of increasing exploitation of the oceans, as regulated by the UN
Convention on the Law of the Seas (UNCLOS). This convention
provides each country with a seacoast with an Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ). At present, maritime EEZs are little exploited, apart
from fisheries and a few undersea oil and gas projects. Twenty
years is, however, a long time. It would seem fair to assume
that undersea industrial operations will expand enormously.
The world is now substantially wealthier than it was thirty years ago
and it seems reasonable to imagine that it will be wealthier yet in
another twenty years, even if major financial crashes intervene. At
the very least, increasing wealth will increase the demand for raw
materials. We already see that, as China and India develop. It takes
a lot more steel, for example, to provide a billion people with cars.
The most likely source of really large amounts of previously untapped
natural resources is the seabed. UNCLOS was an attempt to regulate
future industrial activity in the sea, at a time when it was likely but
not yet ongoing on a large scale. Industrial activity is likely to grow
enormously as technology for exploiting the seabed improves.
Countries are likely to become more and more interested in
monitoring their EEZs. Current Chinese attempts at monitoring
and controlling the South China Sea (including the passage
of a new control law) may be read either as a naval exclusion
measure or as an EEZ control measure, or as both. Right
now the Chinese almost certainly lack the ability to enforce
their law. In twenty years matters may be rather different.
In theory, nations with important seabed industry are likely to
take measures to control access using naval or coast guard
forces, but in practice it is virtually impossible to control a
large sea area. Sensing ranges are far too short and forces
far too expensive to, in effect, occupy territory. Even on
land control is somewhat porous; at sea it is far more so.

As long as submarines do not actually destroy seabed
operations, they will find refuge in seabed industrial areas
with high noise levels due to that industry. The higher
the noise levels, the more difficult it is likely to be to
distinguish even noisy submarines at any distance.

During the Cold War, submarines operated in a nearly empty
sea. Nearly all the noise in the sea was natural, hence more
or less random. Ships and submarines were very nearly the
only sources of systematic sounds, so it was reasonable to
use signal processing to reveal these. That was the basis of
effective long-range submarine detection. If commercial use of
the oceans continues to increase, so too will the sound that use
puts into the sea. More and more of the sound in the sea will be
man-made and hence will compete for detection with whatever
sounds submarines produce. Worse, the greatest concentration
of sea-based industrial activity will probably be on or near the
continental shelves, which is exactly where any fixed long-range
submarine detection system is likely to be based. Countries may
find that their own activities preclude effective long-range sensing,
since the considerable noise of those activities (compared to the
relatively faint noise of submarines or even of surface ships) will
be produced closer to whatever acoustic sensors they use. At the
same time, submarines are likely to continue to become quieter.
Increased commercial exploitation of the sea may well fuel the
development of undersea sensors and networks currently not
envisaged, which could monitor many submarine operations
as a side effect. One example might be a network of upwardlooking sensors on continental shelves, created to catch criminal
exploitation of those areas but also to spot submarines. Such a
network could be built right now but there is no economic basis
for it and no country seems to consider active monitoring of its
continental shelf worth the price. The economic basis would
be very different in a world in which much mineral extraction
had moved onto continental shelves. For that matter, there
may be growing interest in the defence of offshore resources.
During the Cold War, there was periodic interest in defending drilling
rigs, for example in the North Sea, but that was generally seen
as a point defence problem. Once drilling has been done, nearly
all of the operation moves underwater. The assumption seems
to be that it would take considerable effort for anyone seeking to
attack an underwater pumping system, but that may change as
underwater technology becomes more widespread - if it does.
There are already swimmer-detection sonars deployed at oil rigs
in places like the Gulf. The only reason Saudi Arabia and the Gulf
states have not (apparently) invested in more comprehensive
submarine detection systems is that likely attackers have small or
negligible submarine fleets. If submarine fleets grow over the next
two decades, those depending on undersea resources offshore
will provide a market for area submarine detection systems, hence
pressure for development outside the usual government channels.
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Over a period of decades other factors may also increase
interest in underwater ocean surveillance. Europeans currently
face a wave of illegal immigration across the Mediterranean.
Relative birth rates in Europe and in Africa, and the apparent
failure of many African economies, seem to guarantee that
this demographic pressure will continue. It may matter to this
study because the Europeans may become more and more
interested in surveillance of the Mediterranean. If that included
the use of underwater sensors (currently it does not) then the
surveillance requirement could result in the development of a
cross-Mediterranean surveillance barrier, which in turn might
make submarine operations in that area far more difficult. Much the
same might be said of some areas of Oceania and the Far East.
Increased use of the sea will probably fuel demand for much more
comprehensive sensing of the global ocean environment, such as
through inexpensive long-endurance unmanned devices such as
‘gliders’. This kind of sensing is unlikely to detect quiet submarines
but it will provide sophisticated navies with a valuable guide to the
most profitable paths to take to make long-range detection difficult.

It seems likely that the ‘big data’ approach to
oceanography will be a net plus for submarine operators
able to take advantage of it. Right now that means
the United States and its allies; in twenty years it will
probably also mean China and possibly India and Russia.
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5. Political Trends
The single greatest political question over the next twenty years
is probably whether a new Cold War will break out between the
United States and China. It might be argued that in some ways the
two countries already confront each other, but the confrontation
is far milder than that between the West and the Soviet bloc in
the past. A new Cold War would probably drive Western, mainly
US, defence spending to a much greater percentage of national
income. That in turn would probably make for much more rapid
development of what might now seem to be fanciful systems. Without
the impetus of a Cold War, defence spending is limited both by the
demands of the civilian sector and by the need to limit taxation.
The United States began to take the confrontation with the Soviet
Union seriously in about 1947-48, particularly after the Sovietsponsored coup in Czechoslovakia in February 1948. Rearmament
began, but it was badly slowed by the demands of other security
measures: the Marshall Plan and military aid to NATO (from 1949
on). These two programs were paid for out of the same pot which
paid for military spending, because the United States still had a
huge debt left over from World War II, and because the Congress of
the day was firmly against new taxes. Documents of the time show
how limiting the situation was. The United States was compelled to
rely almost entirely on nuclear deterrence, despite considerable
fears that it would fail. The situation changed radically after war
broke out in Korea in June 1950. It was widely imagined that the
invasion of South Korea was the opening step of something much
larger, so massive deficit spending was approved. Money spent
at the time financed much of the US military development of the
next decade, and even beyond. Most of that spending went for
means of dealing with the wider war the Soviets might have begun.
Without the Korean emergency, the United States would still
have developed civilian technology which might have found
dual uses in a later emergency. For example, it was civilian
plastics technology which made US solid rocket fuels efficient.
However, more specialised military technology probably would
not have happened, or else would have taken far longer. Similarly,
it would probably take considerably worse relations between
the United States and China to bring US military research
and development spending back up to something like Cold
War levels and really revolutionary technology to the fore.
The gap between possibility and affordable reality makes the
political situation at least as important as the technological
one. With the end of the Cold War military research in
the West was drastically cut. Civilian research spending,
generally considerably less than military, has also been cut.
The world political situation can affect the underwater situation
in other ways. Right now, Chinese claims of sovereignty over the
South China Sea are contested by several governments around it,
some of which are building substantial submarine forces of their

own. In 2019, the Chinese government seems to be ascendant, and
US power in Asia may be declining. If these trends continue, the
South China Sea may be a much friendlier environment for Chinese
SSBNs in the 2030s. By that time, however, the demographic
consequences of the former Chinese ‘one child’ policy will have
struck with a vengeance, and current Chinese debt problems may
well have had their own considerable impact. The South China Sea
may be much less of a favourable sanctuary. Without it, Chinese
SSBNs would find themselves patrolling the Pacific, and their
survivability will depend on how well they have been silenced.
Geography has always been a vital but neglected issue in naval
warfare and in ASW. It determines where ships and fleets can be
based, and therefore how far they are from their operating areas.
During the Cold War, Soviet submarines headed for the open oceans
had to pass through choke points in NATO and allied territory where
in wartime they would have been attacked. Also during the Cold
War, geography determined where underwater arrays could be
emplaced to monitor much of the ocean. A different geography of
underwater features determined how far those arrays could see.
This led the United States to negotiate with Iceland and Norway
for emplacement of key arrays - which in turn added to the cost
(to NATO) had those countries fallen to the Soviets early in a war.
Current passive acoustic submarine detection is likely to rely
mainly on broadband sound - on submarine indications which
seem not to differentiate between submarines. Active detection
systems are even worse adapted to distinguish between
submarines. An SSBN may well be able to hide by operating in
an area in which several countries are operating submarines.

Another important political question for the next two
decades is the future growth or shrinkage of world
submarine forces. The more submarines pass through an
area, the more confused the underwater picture will be.
A non-strategic nuclear submarine may be particularly
difficult to distinguish from a strategic one.
This consideration makes the possible future proliferation of
strategic submarine forces a factor in SSBN survivability (it also
has other important implications). Four countries which did not
count in the Cold War balance now operate, or probably operate,
strategic submarines: China, India, Israel, and North Korea. All
but the Israelis carry ballistic missiles; the Israelis reportedly use
cruise missiles. Of these countries, China and India have nuclear
strategic submarines, both of which probably employ Russianrelated technology, and therefore may have acoustic signatures
something like those of current Russian strategic submarines.
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6. Different forms of ASW
In evaluating the future of strategic ASW, it is important to
differentiate between tactical and strategic forms of ASW. In some
cases much the same methods apply to both, but hardly in all
cases. Generally there are three different approaches to ASW.
One focuses on the enemy submarines; it is often called offensive
ASW. It includes the use of long-range sensors to cue attackers
and the concentration of ASW forces at choke points. A second
focuses on making concentrations of targets (convoys or battle
groups) dangerous for submarines to attack, both deterring attacks
and destroying submarines. A third focuses on protecting the
targets rather than on destroying submarines. The third approach
includes evasion (usually based on knowledge of submarine
positions) and defensive measures such as anti-torpedo weapons.
Strategic ASW generally corresponds to the first approach: to finding
and, if necessary, attacking submarines in the open ocean. There
are three main variants. One is wide-area submarine detection
and tracking, which is sometimes termed ‘making the ocean
transparent’. A second attacks submarines passing through choke
points - which may not exist - between their bases and their patrol
areas. A third is trailing; the trailer picks up the submarine target as
it emerges from a harbour or base or passes through a choke point.
Technology, strategy and tactics determine which form of ASW
is preferred. During World War I the adoption of convoy tactics
by the Allies dramatically cut losses to German U-boats. This
was largely advertised as the second form of ASW, forcing
submarines to attack where ASW ships were present. However,
contemporary ASW technology was quite limited and relatively
few U-boats were sunk during convoy attacks. It seems more
likely that convoy was effective in two other ways. It made evasive
routing effective, clearing the sea of ships so that it was far more
difficult for U-boats to find targets. When a U-boat did find a
convoy, it could not fire quickly enough to destroy all of the targets
which presented themselves. By way of contrast, by World War II
surface ships could find and sink submarines relatively effectively.
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Until late in 1942, with a limited number of U-boats at sea, but also
with the number (and expertise) of escorts limited, convoy was
probably most effective as a means of evading attack. Once enough
U-boats were at sea, evasion became much more difficult and the
U-boats were quite effective against weakly-escorted convoys.
By mid-1943, however, there were many more (and far more
experienced) escorts and convoys became U-boat killing grounds.
In both World Wars, there were attempts at offensive ASW based on
the only available means of wide-area ocean surveillance, signals
intelligence. An inability to bridge the gap between an approximate
submarine position and the submarine made the World War I version
ineffective, but during World War II, aircraft were often vectored
to attack submarines whose positions had been revealed. The
use of the Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS) for long-range
submarine detection during the Cold War paralleled this tactic,
although the technology was radically different. In both cases,
it was possible to make the sea more or less transparent, with
some degree of precision - but generally not with enough to guide
a long-range weapon, even one with a thermonuclear warhead.

Perhaps the key technology issue for submarine
deterrents will not be some fantastic form of ASW
but rather some dramatic improvement in strategic
defence technology which increases the minimum
acceptable number of submarines or missiles to deal
with a specific target.
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7. Approaches to Strategic ASW
The United States practiced strategic ASW in the 1970s when it
tracked Yankee-class submarines off the US coast and prepared
to attack them if needed. There was no question of destabilising
the nuclear balance as the Soviets had plenty of other weapons
aimed at the United States and the United States could do nothing
about most of them. For that matter, the United States could not
destroy the whole Yankee force suddenly because most of the
submarines were not in the Western Atlantic at any one time.
Similarly, US submarines often trailed Soviet strategic submarines
later on, again without any noticeably destabilising effect. The
Soviet response was simply better silencing and bastions.
The first question then is what a destabilising attack would mean.
Here it is assumed that it would mean the sudden and simultaneous
elimination of the strategic force at sea which would force its operator
to conclude that any other strategic submarines which went to sea
could not survive there. Suddenness would be important because
the submarines’ operator might decide to solve the problem by
ordering surviving submarines to launch their weapons. That raises
the question of what happens if more than one opposed power
becomes interested in strategic ASW; who has made the big attack?
Anyone seeking to destroy an enemy’s strategic submarine force
using a wide-area detector has to sift the data to find strategic
submarines. If the surveillance system cannot distinguish among
submarines (or, worse, between the enemy’s and neutrals) the
scale of the problem grows enormously. The more countries
operate strategic submarines, the more submarines there are which
seem, from their behaviour, to be strategic and hence potential
targets. Even in its heyday SOSUS would have found it difficult
to distinguish between strategic and non-strategic submarines
because it relied heavily on the characteristic sounds of Soviet
submarine machinery. The Soviets mass-produced that machinery
and installed it in several classes of submarines at the same time. In
the 1970s the US Navy and the Royal Navy distinguished between
two generations of Soviet nuclear submarines: HEN and CVY, the
former being the first-generation type (Hotel- and Echo-class missile
submarines and November-class attack submarines) and the latter
including the Yankee-class strategic submarines which patrolled
off the US coast (plus Charlie-class tactical missile submarines
and Victor-class attack submarines). There may have been
additional differences, such as blade rates, but they were subtle.
The situation is further complicated if several countries’
strategic submarines are at sea in roughly the same area. If
the Russians decided that they no longer needed to keep their
submarines in bastions, they would be operating in much the
same areas that the British and the French probably use. If all
of these submarines were quiet, detection would be by their
broadband, mostly flow, noise. How would they be distinguished?

The ideal form of strategic ASW would employ long-range
weapons which could, on demand, instantly destroy all
of an enemy’s strategic submarines. That would require a
considerable measure of accuracy; the warheads would
have to land fairly close to the target submarine,
probably within a mile or two. This is far beyond what
SOSUS ever promised.
To destroy an SSBN using SOSUS data it would be necessary
for SOSUS to cue some platform, most likely either an aeroplane
or a submarine, to close in on the target SSBN. That would take
considerable time as an aeroplane would have to search the
zone defined by SOSUS, which at best might be about 100 nm
on a side. It would do so by laying a field of long-range passive
directional buoys, looking for a signature matching that found
by SOSUS. The buoys would give an approximate fix, and the
aeroplane would close in. It might do so using a few active
directional buoys and then it would try to drop a weapon directly
atop the submarine using magnetic anomaly detection (MAD).
This would hardly be an instantaneous process. It is not at all
clear, incidentally, how an attacker could be sure that the SSBN
had actually been killed. Failure would be quite embarrassing.
Moreover, once the aeroplane appeared, the submarine would
probably be aware of what was happening. It would surely
hear the splashes of the buoys as they entered the water. It
might well be able to hear a low enough aeroplane. Modern
submarines generally carry decoys and the splashes of the
buoys and the sound of the aeroplane might make evasion
possible. The noise of a nuclear explosion in the water,
successful or not, would make post-attack evaluation impossible.
The impossibility of post-attack evaluation makes the use of contactfused torpedoes attractive: there is no explosion unless the target
is hit (or produces a deceptive explosion of its own). The homing
range of a torpedo is probably somewhat less than the lethal radius
of a big nuclear explosion. High-speed (ballistic or hypersonic)
missiles seem entirely unsuited to delivering homing torpedoes.
Similarly, a hunting submarine would have to close in using its
long-range passive sonar. With sufficient range, the sonar might
provide immediate location, but the submarine would still have to
manoeuvre into an attack position, which might take considerable
time. The submarine might have to move slowly so as not to alert
the target. Again, the process would hardly be instantaneous.
To make a long-range missile strike possible an attacker would
need something far more precise than a sound system. The
usual candidate is a space-based non-acoustic device with so
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narrow a footprint that it would match the footprint of a nuclear
weapon. It seems unlikely that a missile re-entry vehicle would
have the requisite characteristics to penetrate the ocean surface
at very high speed and then explode well underwater. If it had to
explode at or well above the surface, its effect on a submerged
submarine would be considerably reduced, so it would have to
be placed quite precisely, say within a few hundred metres or
less. That is about the accuracy normally reported for very precise
missiles. On the other hand, a space-based non-acoustic device
would pick the submarine up only intermittently and probably
would be unable to estimate its course and speed. In that
case it would be necessary to fire a barrage of warheads, and
even then, the attacker might find it difficult to be sure that the
submarine had been sunk. Note, too, that the non-acoustic systems
suggested generally cannot identify the submarine they detect.
To make matters more complicated, the missile would take time
to get to the target. The target would be moving. A high-altitude
UAV could orbit long enough to track the target and report its
course and speed, so that the missile aimer could predict position
when the missile burst. However, such a UAV would probably be
sufficiently detectable that the submarine controller could know
that an attack was being set up and could send an emergency
evasion message to the submarine - say, dive deep and run.

emergency message was very low frequency (VLF) transmission
by dedicated Take Charge and Move Out (TACAMO) aircraft; it
appears that ELF was justified by physical limits to the VLF system.
Typically submarines have to bring a radio antenna near the
surface to send out messages, or to receive complex ones.
That might mean a recording in a buoy which would float to
the surface, or coming to periscope depth to release a towed
antenna, or putting a satellite dish above the surface. None of
these techniques would be well-adapted to a strategic ASW attack.
The buoy takes time to reach the surface and the submarine
can never be certain that it works. Typically it carries a shortrange radio (it is intended for submarine-aircraft cooperation).
The other techniques would probably require the submarine
to break trail so as to communicate. It is possible to imagine
a towed buoy at the end of a long cable, but the cable might
well produce enough noise to alert the submarine being trailed.

As the communication limits for ASW attacks seem to be
physical, rather than consequences of current technology,
it is difficult to see how they can be overcome.

The alternative is trailing by an attack submarine, which
might pick up a strategic submarine as it exits a choke point
of some sort. Trailing was certainly practiced successfully
during the Cold War by US and British submarines. A trailing
submarine could probably have sunk the Soviet submarine
under trail. Again, the attack might fail as the trailed submarine
could use decoys and manoeuvre and even shoot back.

In tactical situations a lot can be done; there are now effective
underwater communication systems, and they might be
used to connect a submarine with an underwater network of
some kind (so could a vertical blue-green laser). However,
it is difficult to imagine such a network covering the whole of
an ocean basin, as it would have to do to ensure constant
or near-constant long-range submarine communication.

Even here, there were reasons trailing could not equate to a
solid destabilising anti-SSBN technique. The attackers might well
have to strike simultaneously. That would require considerable
communication back and forth: confirmation by the trailing
submarines that they were in position, and then the order to
strike. It is not immediately clear that such communication would
be practicable. Two message paths would be involved: from the
trailing submarine to its controller, and from the controller back
to the trailer. The former is the worst problem. At anything more
than ELF, radio signals do not penetrate sea water very deeply.
Blue-green lasers do penetrate, but they have very narrow beams.
A blue-green down-link can work, and the narrow beam can be
scanned over the area in which a submarine is likely to be. Even
then there are problems with low-lying clouds (which are very
frequent over the ocean). During the Cold War the US Navy built
an ELF radio transmitter specifically to send strategic submarines
their action messages. It transmitted very simple messages
very slowly (minutes for a few letters) and it was abandoned
after the Cold War. The alternative means of getting out an

All of this suggests that the main possible means of setting up
an attack on an enemy’s strategic submarines would be trailing
from a choke point, assuming that one is applicable. Is there
any new technology which might make trailing more effective? If
submarines are silenced so that they do not present signatures
which can be used to support trailing, perhaps a trailable signature
can be imposed on a strategic submarine before it gets very
far out to sea. The obvious mechanism would be a UUV which
could attach itself to the victim submarine. Whoever launched it
would presumably be reasonably sure of the identity of the victim.
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The leech attaching itself to the victim would carry a transponder
of some kind, so that a trailing submarine could be sure of
where the victim was. Viability would depend on factors such
as the energy supply to the leech and the ability of the victim
submarine to detect it. The latter would seem to depend
on how well a strategic submarine can monitor water flow
along its hull. Since water flow is a key means of detecting a
submarine, it may be that covert leeching is nearly impossible.
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Otherwise the issue is energy supply, since the leech would have
to be able to respond to an external signal over a period of months.
Right now, no reasonable source of energy seems to be available.
The best candidate is probably a nuclear battery. It might be possible
to use the flow of sea water over the leech as a source of energy.
If a leech could be developed, and if enemy attack submarines could
operate reasonably freely near strategic submarine bases, and if
there were enough high-performance attack submarines to attach
themselves to emerging strategic submarines, then it might be possible
to position one to attack each strategic submarine in the open sea
on command. That is a lot of ‘ifs’, and it assumes that each strategic
submarine is unwitting and does not operate to preclude trailing.
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8. Future Technological Advancements
At present, the most powerful driving force in technology must be
Moore’s Law - the assertion that the unit cost of computing will
halve every eighteen months or, equivalently, that unit computer
power will double every eighteen months. If that exponential
growth continues, then in fifteen years (say, 2020 through 2035)
computer power should increase by a factor of about a thousand.
However, no previous technology has improved exponentially over
an unlimited length of time. Typically technologies follow S-shaped
(logistic) curves, which for a time appear to be simply exponential
but eventually level out. Unfortunately the mathematics are such that
it is essentially impossible to say when the levelling out becomes
noticeable. In the case of computers and particularly microchips,
the question is what forces may slow improvement. The most
obvious is the cost of new generations of chips compared to the
demand for higher computing speed. Every few generations of
chips require new production technology. The most likely way that
Moore’s Law will end, then, is that at some point the profit associated
with significantly faster chips will cease to make the required heavy
investment in new production facilities worthwhile. Technology may
well exist to make faster devices, but they will not be made in the
massive quantities we currently associate with microelectronics.
Quantum computing is often cited as the way in which Moore’s
Law can continue beyond what silicon can support. It exemplifies
the reality that what can be made is not necessarily what will be
made. It seems unlikely that quantum computers will ever appear
in large quantities. The few which do appear may revolutionise
communication by making encryption nearly worthless. The impact
of such change would be comparable to that achieved by codebreaking during World War II or by espionage during the Cold
War. In both cases, communications intelligence served as a kind
of unacknowledged submarine detecting and tracking sensor.
A few rudimentary quantum computers currently exist. The
promise, if it actually exists, is that a few much more powerful
quantum computers might become available over a decade or
two from now, which is within the time frame of this study. They
would be extremely expensive, both to build and to maintain.
Unless some form of high-temperature superconductivity appears
(also a promise not yet met, and quite possibly never to be
met) these computers are likely to be rare and impractical for
anyone but a government or a huge corporation. Code-breaking
would be one of the few functions which would justify their cost.

8.1 Cryptology as an ASW Sensor
Successful code-breaking can reveal where a strategic submarine
is and where it is to go, to the point where interception or trailing
becomes far more feasible. It appears that Soviet penetration of
US Navy signals traffic during the 1970s and 1980s, thanks to
the treachery of the Walker spy ring, was in effect the single most
important Soviet naval sensor of that era (at times the US Navy
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suspected the existence of some exotic Soviet sensor to explain
instances in which Soviet ships had turned up unexpectedly). It
says much about the psychology of code-making that no one
successfully raised the possibility of Soviet penetration of US
codes during that period. After the Walkers had been exposed,
a senior US naval intelligence officer wrote ruefully that he had
wondered whether the Soviets were reading US naval traffic but had
never raised the issue. This history recalls the Germans’ inability
to believe that their codes had been broken during World War II.
Signals intelligence, which includes forms of analysis other
than code-breaking itself, tends not to be counted as a major
factor in ASW, probably because it is usually very highly
classified. We have a good sense of how it was employed in
both major naval theatres during World War II, but postwar
success (and failure) are generally closely-guarded secrets.
That does not make them non-existent, or even not significant.
Signals intelligence is not a sensor in the sense that a radar or a
sonar is, but the difference may be one of degree. It is generally
time-late, and its interpretation generally requires considerable
knowledge by the code-breaker. Otherwise what is obtained is
useless. Broken messages also give what the sender thinks to be
true, which may not quite correspond to reality. During World War
II, much of the US submarine offensive was driven by the breaking
of Japanese messages. A message giving the position, course,
and speed of a Japanese ship was only as good as the navigation
on which it was based. At the end of the war, US submarine
commanders complained that their craft were not always fast
enough to close in on Japanese ships which had mis-stated their
positions. On the other hand, data from quite conventional sensors
may include errors. That was the case with SOSUS whose detections
were generally approximations due to the system’s beam width.

Looking ahead to a world of much more powerful
computers, it seems vital to take the likely impact of
signals intelligence into account. There is always a race
between code-making and code-breaking, and at present,
it seems that code-making is winning.
More powerful computers, moreover, promise to implement more
and more complex keys, which can of course be changed frequently.
As a measure of the success of encryption, it generally appears
that breaks into the Internet and related systems are achieved
not by code-breaking but by some form of human engineering,
such as spear-phishing. These vulnerabilities are constantly being
addressed, but they do not seem to be solvable; someone always
does something stupid, which opens a system to exploitation.7
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The great question, as currently posed, is whether the advent
of quantum computing will reverse the situation and negate
attempts to maintain computer security. In theory a quantum
computer is a very powerful parallel machine, capable of testing
an enormous number of keys simultaneously. This is a brute
force method of code-breaking. The more powerful the quantum
computer, the faster it can test a wider variety of keys. It is not
clear that quantum computing will make encryption impossible,
but it does seem that - if it materialises as predicted - it can make
it far more difficult and can probably defeat current commercial
encryption systems. Note, however, that even a perfect decryption
system could only turn a coded message into the corresponding
uncoded one, which might still be difficult for the decoder to
understand. That might be particularly true of emergency action
messages, which would not have been sent previously, hence
would not have provided the decoder with crucial foreknowledge.
It may still be possible to use a physical channel which would
make eavesdropping difficult. That might be the case, for
example, with a focused satellite down-link, or with a dedicated
fibre-optic cable running under the earth. The main effect of really
powerful decryption might be considerably increased effort to
avoid interceptable links, such as nearly all forms of radio or an
encrypted form of the Internet. From a communications point of
view, the military world might look much more like that of, say, 1914.
If secret strategic radio communication really did become
difficult or impossible, the relative advantages of different
strategic forces might change dramatically to favour fixed
land-based missiles enjoying land communication with
control centres along physical paths difficult to intercept.
Even if coding becomes unsafe, it may still be possible to send
messages covertly using some form of spread spectrum: that is,
spreading the message over a very wide range of frequencies,
so that an interceptor will find it difficult to recognise it as a
message in the first place. Faster computers should make
various forms of spread-spectrum more effective, as they can
control more and more apparently random sequences of bits
of signals. The higher the frequency, the broader the spectrum
in which a message can hide. The issue then becomes the
frequency at which signals are sent, and that depends on physical
considerations, such as the transparency of the atmosphere.

8.2 Unmanned Underwater Vehicles
The new computing technology has made modern unmanned
underwater vehicles (UUVs) possible, with important applications
to deep-water construction and other operations. UUVs
seem to offer interesting possibilities as decoys to help large
silenced submarines defeat surveillance systems. Recently the
US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)

has developed some unmanned ASW vehicles, both surface
and submerged, which have received considerable publicity.
One is an unmanned surface ship DARPA calls the ASW Continuous
Trail Unmanned Vessel or ACTUV (Sea Hunter) announced in
2016. It carries a short-range sonar. A DARPA film shows ACTUV
searching an area of uncertainty in which a submarine has been
located. The name implies that it would then trail the submarine.
ACTUV is a long-endurance vessel capable of operating in Sea State
5 and surviving in Sea State 7, thanks to its catamaran outriggers.
To some extent ACTUV seems to be a solution searching for the
appropriate problem. It is not clear how DARPA imagines that
the submarine would be caught in the first place in an area of
uncertainty. Once a submarine has been localised to that extent,
there are numerous ways of going to the next step, such as the use
of quite conventional maritime patrol aircraft. There is also a very
serious policy issue. To what extent should an entirely autonomous
vehicle be armed, with the ability to attack? Generally there is a
strong preference for keeping a human in the loop if anything lethal
is contemplated. If ACTUV is unarmed, a submarine aware that it
is being trailed using an active sonar might find it easiest simply
to counter-attack. There is no reason to think that survivability has
figured in the design of ACTUV. Experience to date suggests that
the seizure or destruction of an unmanned vehicle in a foreign or
international area is generally acceptable in peacetime; unlike
destruction of a manned ship, it is not regarded as an act of war.
One additional point seems to be worth making. There is a natural
inclination to assume that an unmanned vehicle is inherently
inexpensive; surely the expensive part of a ship or aeroplane is the
part protecting the crew. It is true that personnel account for much
of the cost of Western militaries. However, so much of a vehicle goes
into its basic performance that the saving by making it unmanned
is often quite limited. A long-endurance unmanned vehicle has to
have sufficient redundancy and reliability that it can function without
the usual ministrations of a crew. That costs a good deal. In the
case of aircraft, it can be argued that there is a substantial saving
because no training pipeline aircraft need be bought. That would
not be the case with a surface ship or an unmanned submarine.
Another DARPA unmanned vehicle is the Submarine Hold at Risk
(SHARK) UUV which would be cued by a bottom array of upwardlooking sonars the agency calls Transformational Reliable Acoustic
Path System (TRAPS). TRAPS is envisaged as a large persistent
field of inexpensive upward-looking passive sensors connected by
acoustic modems. This is not a particularly novel idea; the novelty
would be in the size of the sensor field, its persistence (as compared
to, say, sonobuoys) and in the use of acoustic modems to tie it
together.8 Even so, the sensor field would hardly be oceanic in
extent and it is not clear how it could be deployed in a hostile area.
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Presumably DARPA’s idea for SHARK is that the UUV would trail
the submarine, constantly revealing its position, so that it could
be attacked. Exactly how it would gain the necessary endurance
at submarine speed is not clear (much the same can be said of
long-range UUVs which are now appearing). There is a reason that
non-nuclear submarines are unable to sustain high speed for long,
and the physics involved is unlikely to be overturned. DARPA has
also sponsored non-acoustic work, which will be described below.
All of these projects were conceived as part of what DARPA
calls Distributed Agile Submarine-Hunting (DASH). DARPA
spokespeople have been quoted as saying that the agency’s
transformational technology will give submarines fewer and
fewer places to hide. However, it is not clear why relatively
localised detection areas would necessarily put submarines at
risk in the much wider ocean. The logic may be that since the
DARPA devices are passive, a submarine which happened to
pass through a detection area would be unaware that it was at
risk, but it is not clear how covert the emplacement of the DARPA
systems would be. They would be most effective near choke
points, but those would also be the areas a hostile navy would
concentrate on patrolling. It, too, would enjoy whatever economies
were associated with unmanned sensors fields and vehicles.
There is also a current US Navy project for long-range UUVs,
which are sometimes described as a means of patrolling off
enemy ports, replacing submarines there. As with SHARK, such
a UUV cannot enjoy the sustained long-range endurance of a
nuclear submarine, although presumably it can achieve long
underwater range by snorkelling. The UUV might be able to
sound an alarm when a submarine under observation left port but
trailing would be far more difficult. In the past, the US Navy has
also shown interest in a leech-like UUV which could attach itself
to a submarine as it left port and attaching such devices may be
the key role of the long-range UUV. In that case, if it worked as
planned, it really might have a deeply disruptive effect. The leech
could embody a transponder which would both much increase
the sonar signature of the target submarine and also identify it. In
that case the energy issue would move from the patrolling UUV to
the leech: how long could it retain sufficient power? To date there
seems to have been no public discussion of a leech-like UUV.

8.3 SOSUS and a Transparent Ocean
During the Cold War, Western tactical and strategic ASW sometimes
came together. From about 1951 on, the United States developed a
very long-range passive submarine detection system called SOSUS.
Much of the discussion of strategic submarine survivability during the
Cold War involved it. Deep sea SOSUS arrays looked out horizontally
across ocean basins, their reach limited mainly by underwater
geography. For example, the view across the Atlantic was blocked
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by the mid-Atlantic Ridge.9 The view across the Pacific was clearer,
the range being more a matter of how loud the submarines were.
Due to the geography of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, coverage of
the eastern Atlantic required SOSUS arrays on the far side
of the ocean. SOSUS arrays had to be deep, so they were
generally well outside anyone’s territorial waters. However, they
required shore processing stations and early SOSUS cabling
could not be more than about a hundred miles long. Thus
to see into the Arctic, from which Soviet submarines would
come, the system needed arrays terminated outside the United
States, first in Canada and then in Iceland and in Norway.
In 1967 the US government began a further stage of SOSUS
expansion involving arrays off the British Isles. By that time,
underwater cable technology had advanced considerably. When
the US government opened negotiations, US representatives told
the British that, had expense not been a consideration, these arrays
across the Atlantic could have been fitted with cables terminating
back in the United States. Expense certainly was a consideration,
so the arrays terminated in the United Kingdom. In this case, the
key technology was underwater telephone cables, whose much
more capacious successors now carry Internet traffic around the
world. The implication is that it is now possible for any country
with a seacoast to place listening arrays virtually anywhere it
likes, subject only to the possibility that someone else will find the
arrays and destroy them, or else tap the lines leading back from
them. The barrier to such systems is now much more economic
than political. This is an enormous potential shift. It is still unlikely
that many countries (if any) have exploited it, if only because
it would probably involve covert emplacement of the arrays,
presumably using deep-diving submersibles or deep-diving UUVs.
In the case of SOSUS, nothing useful emerged from the arrays until
their data had been processed, which in 1967 required massive
equipment. That is no longer the case; much of the processing could
be done in or near the array. The load on any means of transmission
back to a user would be far less than in the past, while the capacity
of underwater cables is far greater. It would also be possible to feed
data from an undersea array into a satellite transmitter at the surface,
either by hard wire or by an upward-looking acoustic modem.
China currently operates deep acoustic arrays several hundred
miles from Guam; some writers have speculated that their true role is
not the claimed research, but rather to track US attack submarines
operating from Guam. If that is the case, the Chinese arrays are
presumably upward-looking, forming some sort of acoustic fence.
Their data are being fed back to China either directly by undersea
cable or via satellite radio from a nearby ship monitoring the arrays.
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Current submarine silencing seems to have defeated the
sort of ocean-wide system the United States operated
during the Cold War, but by 2039 much greater computing
power might revive that capability in a different form.
SOSUS was a passive (bearing-only) system which depended for
its effectiveness on the noisiness of Soviet submarines. Throughout
the Cold War, the constant nightmare was that the Soviets would
realise this and silence their submarines. The fall back was an
active long-range system, which would impose a ping on the
submarine. Although there were anti-sonar coatings, apparently
none would have been effective at the frequencies involved.
SOSUS resulted from two different scientific developments. One
was the discovery of the deep sound channel: in very deep water
sound propagates over very long distances without distortion,
at least at low frequencies. Moreover, it spreads cylindrically,
which means that much less sound energy is lost than in the
usual case of more or less spherical spreading. This is much the
claim currently made for Ocean as Wave Guide (OAWS) sonars,
the difference being that OAWS often seems to operate in the
surface duct, down to about 700 ft in the Atlantic (but different
elsewhere). In the case of SOSUS, it was not sound generated by a
submarine in the deep channel, which is deeper than submarines
operate. It was, instead, sound generated by a submarine above
that channel, leaking down into the deep channel.10 The second
great discovery was that submarines had consistent signatures,
generally at low frequencies. Much of the noise generated by a
submarine is buried in the ocean’s noise. That is why enormous
effort had to go into silencing World War I hydrophones attempting
to hear U-boats, and why they generally could not be towed at any
speed. The great discovery was that, in addition to broadband
noise, submarines generated noise at particular low frequencies
(narrowband); low meant that they would be detectable at long
distances. A typical formulation would be that man-made sounds (for
example, from a submarine) are systematic and can be detected
even though they are buried in louder random (natural) noise.
This approach is not uncommon in physics, for example in
detecting cosmic radiation against the natural background. The
key is that over a short integration time the constant signal pops
up. This approach seems to have come out of Bell Labs work
on analysing speech. Applied to submarines, it was called Low
Frequency Fixing and Ranging (LOFAR), an acronym made up
to conceal its nature. Low-frequency narrowband detection was
such a miracle that it generated a nightmare: the Soviets would
surely overcome it by silencing their submarines. Security was
tight; the word ‘LOFAR’ was created specifically to conceal what
was involved. Initially only the US Navy and the Royal Navy (and
Australia, New Zealand, and Canada) shared the LOFAR secret,

to the extent that in the 1950s the French were furious at being
left out. Their ignorance was reflected in their use of the LOFAR
acronym for a ship (the test destroyer La Galissoniere) with a
low-frequency active sonar in about 1956. At some point in the
1970s it seems to have become clear that the Soviets were aware
of LOFAR, possibly through espionage, and knowledge of the
technique was provided to other NATO navies. For example,
the French were provided with LOFAR buoys and processors.11
The key point was that silencing against LOFAR was different from
the usual submarine silencing which had been common during
World War II. Submarines produce a combination of broad- and
narrowband sounds, broadband meaning that the sound covers
a wide range of frequencies. The sea produces its own random
broadband sound, and below a certain level a submarine cannot
be detected by a broadband sensor beyond a particular range.
Narrowband is a different proposition because it is produced at a
particular well-defined frequency (or a very narrow range around
that frequency) and can be distinguished from the random noise
of the sea. Narrowband silencing typically involves very careful
sound measurements and some means of blocking the sound
produced by rotating machinery. For the Soviets, measures
included much more precise gear-cutting. Western navies silenced
their submarines by sound-mounting machinery (‘rafting’) and by
enlarging submarine hulls to keep sources of sound further from
the water. That is evident, for example, in the transition from the
relatively loud Skipjack-class to the much fatter and much quieter
Thresher-class in the US Navy. A limited amount could be done by
installing noise-cancelling equipment but that was very expensive
and subject to disastrous failure if it fell out of phase with the source
of sound. Even then considerable redesign would be involved.
The first really quiet Soviet submarine, Victor III-class, did not
appear until 1979 and through the end of the Cold War most Soviet
submarines could be tracked at long range. That is no longer the
case. It is not clear from public sources to what extent China and
India have benefitted from Soviet silencing research but India has
been operating a leased Soviet-era attack submarine since 2011.12
SOSUS and LOFAR were conceived when the only submarines
in service were diesel-electric, running most of the time on
relatively silent electric motors. They provided usable longrange passive signatures only when running on their diesel
engines but that was enough to give a fair idea of where they
were operating. Thus in the early 1950s SOSUS seemed useful
mainly as a means of locating submarines so that convoys
could evade them and also as a means of cueing aircraft. The
main strategic impact of SOSUS was that it could detect a mass
movement of Soviet submarines into the Eastern Atlantic, which
it was hoped might be an effective warning of impending war.
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The advent of nuclear submarines in the 1950s dramatically changed
the situation. Such submarines must operate their engines and
associated equipment continuously. This machinery necessarily
creates detectable sound. Worse, from a submarine point of
view, rotating machinery works best if it rotates at a constant rate.
SOSUS detected sounds by analysing their frequency content,
so it worked best against anything producing sound at a fixed
frequency. Early nuclear submarines were not silenced, so they
were excellent SOSUS targets. This was such an important
vulnerability of Soviet submarines that it became a vital US-British
and then NATO secret. For their part the Soviets did not effectively
silence their second-generation nuclear submarines, probably
because they did not understand the connection between sound
in narrowly-defined frequency ranges and detection range.

The box created by two intersecting beams must have an area of
more than 2,500 square miles. That area of uncertainty expands
over time, although the SOSUS arrays may be able to estimate
submarine course and speed by comparing frequency observed
with the known characteristics of the submarine. SOSUS areas of
probable submarine position could best be exploited by fast ASW
aircraft equipped with sonobuoys. SOSUS data could also be
exploited by submarines with long-range passive sonars. In either
case, it was by no means certain that contact with the submarine
detected by SOSUS could be gained. Without contact, there
was no chance of destroying the detected submarine. Certainly
Soviet strategic submarines operating in the Atlantic could be
detected and often contacted but that was hardly the sort of
strategic ASW which would suddenly tip the strategic balance.

It is difficult to say how effective SOSUS was because we have
neither Soviet submarine patrol reports nor declassified records
of what SOSUS reported and tracked. Most of what SOSUS
detected was surface ships and systems like SOSUS always
have to seek ways to distinguish submarines from other craft.
At the outset, Soviet submarines had diesel engines, which they
typically used intermittently as they cruised. When the engines
were running, particularly if the submarines were submerged, they
were easily heard, and presumably Soviet engines ran at rates
different enough from their Western counterparts to be identifiable.
At that time most merchant ships in the world were steampowered. Over time diesel engines became dominant in
the world’s merchant and naval fleets. Particular diesel
engines must have become much more difficult to identify.

SOSUS was a core component of the Integrated Undersea
Surveillance System (IUSS) which also exploited all
other sources of information on undersea activity, such as
reports from deployed ships and submarines and also (to
whatever extent possible) communications intelligence.

A US Navy report (now declassified) provided contemporary
estimates of SOSUS coverage as of 1958 and 1970.13 The 1958
coverage claimed a deep-water range of 300 nm, beginning at
the continental shelf, hence extending up to perhaps 400 nm
offshore. Contemporary reports were considerably more optimistic.
In neither case is it clear what the probability of detection was.
The 1970 map shows areas of SOSUS coverage, again without
specifying probability of detection, covering large parts of the
Eastern and Western Atlantic and the Norwegian Sea. It is
striking that coverage is not at all continuous; for example there
are large empty areas to either side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
The combination of nuclear missile submarines and narrowband
detection turned SOSUS into a possible basis for strategic ASW.
It is important to keep in mind what SOSUS could not do. It could
not locate a submarine so precisely that a long-range nuclear
missile could destroy or even damage it. A single SOSUS array
created a fan of detection beams. A submarine in one of the
beams would indicate its presence, meaning its bearing from the
SOSUS array. Typically submarines were located at the intersection
of a pair of beams. Imagine, then, a beam 3 degrees wide. At
a range of a thousand miles, that beam is about 50 miles wide.
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SOSUS always had limited geographical reach: it focused
on the North Atlantic and North Pacific, the areas in which
Soviet attack submarines would typically operate. It did not, for
example, reach into the Mediterranean, so far as is known (there
certainly was interest in a Mediterranean array). Its coverage
of the ‘bastion’ the Soviets developed in the Barents Sea was
probably limited by land masses. Limitations mattered more as
submarine missile range increased. It seems unlikely that the
United States ever arranged to place arrays off Latin America,
however, by the late Cold War submarines operating off the
South American coast could have hit US cities in North America.
In the 1980s the fixed SOSUS arrays were supplemented by long
Surveillance Towed Array Sensor Systems (SURTASS) which
were broadly equivalent to fixed SOSUS arrays towed by special
surveillance ships (T-AGOS). In theory, T-AGOS could change
the geography of the SOSUS system. At the time T-AGOS was
conceived, the existence of the Walker spy ring was unknown.
However, we now know that John Walker was a watchstander at
the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT) centre in
Norfolk, which among other things maintained a plot of known Soviet
submarine positions. Walker was presumably in a position to help
the Soviets determine the geographic limitations of SOSUS. For that
matter, access to US message traffic may well have allowed the
Soviets to know when and where their submarines were being trailed.
The Soviets wanted something like SOSUS, and they also liked
the combination of SOSUS and fast maritime patrol aircraft which
it cued. When the US Navy deployed Polaris-armed strategic
submarines, the Soviets sought a means of neutralising them.
Russian histories of the Soviet navy indicate that anti-Polaris
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became the primary naval mission, justifying a considerable
range of weapons, sensors and ships. Until that time the Soviet
navy had concentrated on neutralising US carrier groups because
they could deliver deep nuclear strikes. Work on a long-range
underwater system began in 1956, perhaps to counter the
US Regulus submarine-launched cruise missile (but Russian
authors generally emphasise the anti-Polaris aspect of their
work). The initial project seems to have been proposed by
the Soviet sonar developers rather than by the Soviet Navy.
Initially Polaris’ range was 1,200 nm, so a Polaris submarine
attacking, say, Leningrad/St Petersburg would have had to
come to within about 600 nm of the Soviet coast. Even finding
it there would be extremely difficult but not so difficult as to
be inconceivable. The Soviet approach paralleled the existing
approach to dealing with another US sea-based strategic threat,
carriers. US and British carrier groups were tracked by what the
US Navy called the Soviet Ocean Surveillance System (SOSS)
which was based largely on high-frequency direction-finders
(the Krug system). Once a carrier force had been found this
way, a bomber force could be sent out to attack it. The US Navy
discovered this system in 1963 when Soviet bombers found
US carriers in the North Pacific without searching for them.
The projected equivalent anti-Polaris system was a long-range
underwater surveillance system which would direct attack aircraft,
in this case Il-38 (NATO nickname May) maritime patrol aircraft.
They would relocate the submarine using sonobuoys, and
then attack using a specially-designed homing torpedo. Given
the paucity of Soviet computer resources, the whole system
took far longer than expected to develop. Worse, the inherent
range of the active sonar system was no more than hundreds
of miles.14 Moreover, the first such arrays were not operational
until nearly the collapse of the Soviet Union - by which time the
US Navy was operating Trident missiles with a 6,000 nm range.
The Soviet system employed active rather than passive sonar,
possibly because that was compatible with the limited capacity
of the new sonobuoys. They were simple short-range broadband
devices of very limited range. The system as conceived might
have been effective out to a few hundred miles, perhaps sufficient
to cover early Polaris’ operating areas within range of Moscow.
The long-range part of the system proved extremely difficult to
develop. It did not become operational until the end of the Cold
War, by which time the US Navy had Trident missiles it could
not have touched. By that time, however, the sort of range the
Russians were achieving did have a strategic point: it could
detect US submarines seeking to penetrate bastions, however
quiet they might be (although anti-sonar coatings might have
affected matters). No such system seems to have been set up
to protect the most important bastion, that of the Northern Fleet.

It appears that in about 1970 the Soviets decided to silence their
submarine fleet. The real surprise for the West was how long it took
for them to silence submarines sufficiently to challenge the efficacy
of SOSUS and the various tactical LOFAR systems. According to
a Russian captain writing after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
the Soviet Navy worked in ten-year programs, the first five being
devoted to technology development. It was put into practice in
the second five years. The remarkably sluggish character of the
Soviet industrial system precluded any crash silencing program part
way through the program period, although some measures were
taken. The first major fruit of the program was the silenced Victor
III-class submarine, which first appeared in 1979.15 Apparently,
the degree of improved silencing evident earlier in the 1970s
was not sufficient to defeat the Western systems. Victor III was
still considerably noisier than US and British nuclear submarines
but the gap was closing. The full fruits of the program were the
new-generation attack submarines (Akula-class and Sierra-class)
and the newer strategic submarines such as Typhoon-class.
The Soviet program presumably included far more attention to noise
measurement which probably made them aware of subtle sources
of noise such as blade rate.16 In the 1980s they managed to buy
precision numerically-controlled milling machines in Japan and
Norway, which in turn allowed them to manufacture much quieter
propellers. This development (and the existence of blade rate in the
first place) became public in 1985 when a furious US government
attacked companies in the two Allied countries for materially reducing
the performance of its long-range passive underwater sensors.
It seems clear that SOSUS and other passive systems were
becoming much less effective. The solution then and over
the next few decades was to introduce active elements to the
passive systems so that instead of relying on whatever sound
the submarine produced, the detectors now listened for a ping
off the submarine. There were various approaches. The United
States was already deploying what amounted to mobile SOSUS
arrays onboard special surveillance ships (T-AGOS). These ships
were first proposed in the late 1970s. Presumably they were
bought as a means of overcoming limitations in SOSUS due to
underwater topography. The new approach was to add an active
element operating at very low frequency (for maximum range) - a
sound source suspended under the hull. As active propagation
power is limited by reverberation, range is in the hundreds rather
than thousands of miles. This Low Frequency Adjunct (LFA) has
received considerable publicity in recent years for its possible
effect on marine mammals during peacetime training and tests.
On the tactical level, active elements could be added to existing
towed arrays. The Royal Navy used a towed array (Type 2031) which
could be seen as a compromise between a relatively short tactical
array and a longer surveillance array. At the end of the Cold War,
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the Royal Navy was adding an active pinger, the new combination
being designated Type 2087. Both the Royal Navy and the US Navy
became interested in inserting active elements into their passive
sonobuoy systems, generally in the form of a noisemaker which
would generate pings to be received by an array of passive buoys.

Acoustic signalling in the ocean is difficult due to fact
that the speed of sound often varies so much with depth.
Sound paths often bend, and multipath effects bedevil
communication. The alternative to looking across an
ocean basin, as SOSUS did, is to look upwards over a
limited area exploiting the vertical or near vertical reliable
acoustic path (RAP). 17
It is reliable in the sense that it overcomes the refractive (bending)
effect of layers in the ocean by looking vertically rather than
horizontally. Sonar encounters problems while looking horizontally
because of refraction. For example, beyond about 10,000 or
15,000 yards in the Atlantic, sonar beams typically bend down,
to refocus in a convergence zone about 30 or 35 nm (60,000
to 70,000 yards) away. Nothing is detected between the ring
defined by the convergence zone and the direct-path zone (out
to 10,000 or 15,000 yards). To make matters more complicated, in
some cases sonar signals are trapped in a surface duct, making
it possible for them to travel over much greater distances. In
other cases, direct-path range is dramatically reduced by water
conditions. An upward-looking RAP device defines a cone or cupshaped zone which may be about 20 nm wide near the surface.
RAP can operate in narrowband, like SOSUS, but narrowband
passive techniques are now so well known that any RAP system
would be much more likely to look for broadband noise - for the
noise a submarine cannot avoid making as it passes through the
water. Such flow noise cannot easily be identified with a particular
submarine. The sole known means of doing so was to demodulate
flow noise to reveal a signal at the frequency of the blade rate. This
type of processing has become much more difficult, probably even
impossible, with the advent of special quiet propellers and pumpjets. It seems unlikely that the nature of the flow noise will somehow
reveal the shape or even the size of a submarine. It simply shows
that a submarine is passing overhead. It would seem that reliance
on sensors which cannot identify the source would make for a
high false alarm rate and would also make decoying much easier.
In particular, a submarine aware that it was crossing a detection
zone (say created by a RAP sensor) might be able relatively
easily to use UUVs to confuse it. The larger the submarine, the
more capacity it might have for the necessary decoys. The use of
mobile surveillance systems might complicate any such operation.
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A line of RAP sensors would constitute an acoustic fence. A
submarine passing over the fence would register that it had
passed and also where in the fence it had penetrated. Monitoring
a second fence might indicate the submarine’s course and speed,
although the combination might find it difficult to be sure that the
same body had registered on both fences. At the end of the Cold
War the United States was experimenting with a SOSUS successor
called the Fixed Distributed System (FDS). The name suggests
one of these two approaches. Neither approach offers the sort of
detection in depth promised by SOSUS, although both would be
useful. DARPA’s mass of bottom sensors might be considered an
acoustic thicket rather than a fence, and it should indicate submarine
course and speed - if the submarine does not spoof it using decoys.
By the time FDS was being designed, the Soviets were adopting
much longer-range missiles and keeping their valued strategic
submarines in ‘bastions’ they could hope more or less to control.
It seems unlikely that the US had much chance of placing
massive seabed arrays in these areas with impunity. FDS was
still valued as a means of detecting Soviet tactical submarines
and, given multiple fences, obtaining initial tracks on them.
After the Cold War the United States became interested in
a rapidly-deployable version of the FDS but that seems to
have been intended mainly for tactical purposes in Third World
contexts, operating in limited areas. There is a current US
research program to develop a next-generation form of FDS called
Deep Reliable Acoustic Path Exploitation System (DRAPES).
The other way to overcome silencing is to impose a signal on the
submarine. Early in the Cold War the US Navy relied on simple
sonobuoys to hear the raw sound of a moving submarine. Western
submarines were already quiet enough to limit the value of this
approach. The first solution tried was to drop a small explosive
charge into a field of sonobuoys. They would register both the
sound of the explosion and its echo off the hull of a submarine.
This approach was called explosive echo-ranging (E2R) and
it was picked up much later by the Soviets who developed
rather elaborate explosive sound sources. E2R worked, but it
encountered problems such as reverberation and unwanted
bottom echoes. It was largely abandoned once LOFAR made
passive operation effective again.18 Explosive echo-ranging (with
more sophisticated signal processing) came back into vogue in
the face of a quiet diesel submarine threat after the Cold War.
It is now called Extended Echo-Ranging (also E2R or EER).
Just as silencing threatened sonobuoys it also threatened big
static systems such as SOSUS. Through the 1960s and 1970s the
nightmare for US and NATO ASW was that the Soviets would learn
to silence the discrete acoustic lines (tonals) on which SOSUS and
towed arrays relied. The only possible solution was to insert a big
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pinger, the existing SOSUS arrays being used as receivers of the
echoes of its pings. No such pinger was ever deployed, but the US
Navy experimented with one so large that it was lowered through
one of the holds of the tanker Mission Capistrano (the Artemis
project). The Russian active surveillance system exemplifies this
approach. Its long gestation shows that it is not a simple proposition.
The US Navy did deploy a pinger as the Low Frequency Adjunct (LFA)
to its surveillance towed array (SURTASS). LFA is a vertical string
of low-frequency sound sources. Its peacetime operation has been
controversial because its intense sound affects marine mammals.
However, its mode of operation seems to be analogous to that
now being used for fishery surveillance by scientists under the
description Ocean As Waveguide Sonar (OAWS). The key acoustic
point is control of the vertical extent of the beam, so that it skims
both the surface of the sea and the top of a reflecting layer (which
may be the bottom) further down. In this region sound propagates
cylindrically, so it loses energy relatively slowly. The limit on
sound intensity is reverberation and effective range is hundreds
of miles. Thus, like SOSUS, an OAWS sonar looks across an
ocean basin but its range is inherently shorter. Also like SOSUS,
an OAWS sonar is subject to limitation by land masses which
means that it probably cannot look effectively into a partly landlocked bastion. Presumably such sonars operate at wavelengths
so long that anti-sonar coverings are useless against them.
What would the impact of exploding computing power be? In
1997 the US National Academy of Sciences summarised existing
sonar technology and prospective developments.19 It pointed out
that very low frequencies (VLF, under 100 or 200 Hertz) were very
promising, and that silencing at such frequencies is very difficult.
The study summarised the situation in terms of silencing since 1960
versus increases in sonar gain and sensitivity. The 35 decibels in
quieting since 1960, it wrote, had reduced open-ocean coverage
from basin scales (SOSUS at its height) to a few kilometre (km).
The study mentioned a SOSUS improvement program (the High
Gain Initiative) of the late 1980s, which ended with the end of
the Cold War. Given massive computing and very large arrays,
something like SOSUS coverage might be revived. It might be
possible to overcome much of the apparent randomness of the
ocean. The study did not, however, remark on the loss of specific
signatures, which had been an important feature of Cold War
SOSUS performance. It appears that really long range, if it can be
achieved, will be achieved by fixed sensors, which in turn have
to be connected to massive computing resources ashore. Who, if
anyone, can exploit future acoustics will therefore depend heavily
on who has reliable access to the real estate involved.20 Any attempt
at long-range acoustic detection must overcome other problems.

The ocean varies enormously both horizontally and
vertically. Ocean currents act as walls reflecting most
sonar signals. Masses of impurities, not to mention fish,
have important effects on sonar scattering. Marine life
produces sound which can bedevil a broadband sonar.
Breakthroughs in ASW technology are often useful only for
tactical purposes. There are current claims for long-range
active sonars, either on the bottom in deep water (RAP sonars)
or focused horizontally to use the ocean as a wave guide. Both
approaches have been tried on a limited scale and from time
to time it is pointed out that a chain of such devices can cover
a considerable area (eg. the entire GIUK Gap). Such coverage
could be the basis for a trailing operation, and it is sometimes
suggested that once a submarine has been detected it can be
trailed continuously by planting reliable short-range sensors around
it. Such schemes have failed in the past because of the sheer
quantities involved. During the Cold War the US Navy used fields
of air-dropped sonobuoys to track Soviet submarines. The buoys
were expended as they were used and it was soon evident that
peacetime use (which never amounted to continuous long-term
tracking) was enough to exhaust stocks which might be needed in
wartime. The quieter the submarine, the more buoys or equivalent
sensors are needed, because their ranges are smaller. There is
no reason, it seems, to imagine that sensors will be made in such
astronomical quantities that they can detect and track everything in
the broad oceans. Even if the broad oceans become transparent,
the Russians and probably the Chinese can overcome longrange detection by operating their submarines inside bastions.

8.4 Non-Acoustics
Cold War ASW was based on acoustics because only acoustic
energy seems to propagate through water over any great distance.
However, sound propagation through water is a complex and
frustrating phenomenon. Sound velocity varies with depth
in ways which depend on location. A sound beam passing
through layers with different sound velocities bends and its
path can be calculated. Sometimes bending is beneficial, for
example when sound concentrates in a convergence zone
far from its source. At other times it is frustrating, creating
shadow zones or being trapped in a shallow surface layer.
There has always been a hope that some alternative means of sensing
might replace or at least supplement sound. Such non-acoustic
concepts are particularly attractive for strategic ASW because they
might be implemented from a fast aeroplane or a satellite which
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could cover wide areas very rapidly and thus contribute to a widearea picture of underwater activity - to making the sea ‘transparent’.

Attempts at non-acoustic submarine detection have a
long but generally unsuccessful history.
All of the methods described below have been analysed in
unclassified literature which suggests strongly that none of
them have proven at all successful. A submerged submarine
produces both surface and internal wakes. The surface (Kelvin)
wake consists of transverse and divergent waves within a 19.5
degree angle to the direction of motion. For a submarine at a
depth of 100 metres (m) moving at 20 knots (kt) the centreline
of the wake is 2 centimetres (cm) high and 500 m downstream it
is 1 cm high. These are maximum heights. A slower submarine
produces even less of a disturbance. Like a surface ship wake, a
submarine’s Kelvin wake is detectable by radar but that becomes
more and more difficult with increased depth and decreasing
speed. It is very difficult to detect a submarine at a depth of more
than 60 m. There are also many oceanic phenomena other than
ships and submarines which produce wakes. In addition there
is a centreline turbulent wake. The latter is due to the propeller,
presumably to the same mechanism which produces blade rate. If
that is the case, quiet propellers (highly skewed ones) and pump
jets ought to suffice to eliminate it as a detectable signature.
The internal wake is the wave in the water created by the submarine.
In theory an internal wake can create a detectable effect at the
surface but that seems not to be the case with submarines (other
internal wakes have been detected). In theory internal wakes would
affect the radar reflectance of the surface by generating surface
currents, for example by causing the natural film of organic matter
and oil on the surface to form bands. Supposed Soviet Cold War
breakthroughs in detecting internal wakes were the basis of Cold
War claims that the Soviets had a space-based non-acoustic
submarine detection system. The US Navy vigorously opposed
these claims and they seem to have proven entirely unfounded.
As the submarine must push water aside, it creates a shallow
Bernouilli hump and depression at the surface. They cover a
considerable area and they fall off more slowly with submarine
depth than the surface wake. Height depends on submarine
depth - and it is quite small. A submarine at a depth of 300 m
and a speed of 20 kts produces a hump rising only 0.18 cm
above the mean ocean surface. Even a very shallow submarine
(30 m) at 20 kts produces a hump only 19 cm high. It is difficult
to imagine detecting such disturbances, although there is also
a secondary effect in which the sea surface may seem to be
smoothed just above the submarine and the water appears
black as if the normal wave structure were drastically smoothed.
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Submarines generally operate with positive buoyancy using their
control surfaces to hold them down. Like wings on aircraft, the control
surfaces shed vortices at their tips and these vortices rise to the
surface. Unfortunately the calculated speed of a vortex reaching the
surface is much smaller than that of wind-driven surface currents.
Their advantage for detection is that they are likely to persist. It
might also be possible to use massive computing to recognise and
compensate for wind-driven surface waves, perhaps measuring the
modulation of those waves by surface vortices. This type of detection
would be most likely to work in relatively calm shallow water, as in
a littoral. There are also pancake eddies created aft of the wake.
The submarine may create a detectable thermal scar at the surface.
Layers of the sea have different temperatures and the submarine
herself is warmer than the sea. She therefore creates a temperature
differential around herself. In theory the heat difference causes
water to rise to the surface, where its greater temperature may
be detectable by infra-red. The thermal scar has been observed
experimentally but it is apparently too weak to be useful for
tracking. The thermal scar was, incidentally, the method used in a
James Bond movie to track strategic submarines by satellite. The
criminals offered the inventor of the tracker something like US$30
million; a friend in US naval intelligence commented at the time
that his organisation would happily have paid many times that - if
the thing had ever worked. Its inclusion in the movie, presumably
with the approval of the British authorities (who certainly helped
the moviemakers in other ways) is testimony that, in the 1980s
at least, thermal scars were useless for submarine tracking.
A submarine disturbs the sea, including organisms living in it,
and they react. In theory, their reactions can be detected. This
bioluminescence may be detectable from above. It has long been
a staple of non-acoustic investigation. However, it seems unlikely to
be effective for a deeply submerged submarine, which would not
produce enough surface disturbance to cause much light emission.
Another possibility is laser radar (LIDAR). Blue-green light
penetrates relatively deeply into the ocean. Normally, reflection
off the surface would swamp anything from deeper, but a pulsed
laser could be linked to a range-gated detector which would ignore
the surface reflection. This approach was used in a US system
intended to detect shallow mines. It does not appear to have
been particularly successful. LIDAR has, however, been used
quite successfully for underwater surveys, albeit in shallow water.
From time to time there are reports that submarines are being
fitted with laser detectors which would allow them to evade a
laser radar. Probably the greatest drawback of a laser radar is
the very small spot it creates, which makes any kind of search
laborious and slow - and evadable. After the US Navy lost
interest in LIDAR submarine detection it retained considerable
interest in blue-green lasers for communication down to strategic
submarines (the one-way path made for considerably less loss).
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The submarine reactor emits neutrinos which can be detected
anywhere because they interact so weakly with matter. During
the Cold War neutrinos were proposed both as a means of
communicating with deeply-submerged submarines and as
a means of detecting them. The problem is that the neutrinos
travel in straight paths; the detector has to be on that path
and it has to be huge to have any chance of detection at
all. In physics experiments the typical neutrino detection is
a large array of liquid at the bottom of a disused mine.
The submarine also has an electrical signature. Beginning
during World War II there has been interest in Underwater
Electric Potential (UEP) which arises from the corrosion current
between a propeller and a ship hull. It has both AC and DC
components. UEP is a short-range phenomenon and it has
been used as a mine sensor. In a narrow strait UEP might
be used in a fence detecting the passage of submarines.
Moving underwater objects apparently create other
electromagnetic signatures, one being the Debye effect
discovered in 1933, due to the relative movement of sodium
and chlorine ions. At least in theory, the Debye Effect ought
to create a magnetic signature out of wake turbulence.
Twice in the past decade DARPA has announced non-acoustic
projects but they seem to have been directed more at submarines
in littoral areas than in open ocean ballistic missile submarines.
In evaluating these projects the reader should keep in mind
that DARPA is chartered specifically to press exotic and risky
technology. The first seems to have been a 2011 project called
Shallow Water Agile Submarine Hunting (SWASH) for which
proposals were invited. Three small contracts were awarded, all
of which may have been for Debye Effect wake sensors (one went
to Cortana Corporation). Nothing has been heard since. DARPA
generally trumpets its triumphs so the implication is probably
that the project failed. That seems particularly likely since nonacoustics did not feature in the grandiose claims made for the
more recent autonomous vehicle projects. Non-acoustics have
been so unsuccessful that the report of the contracts caused a
flurry of articles speculating that submarines were now about to
be easily detected. None of the writers seem to have realised
that there are many other phenomena, including surface ships,
which produce turbulent wakes in the sea and hence magnetic
effects. Other US non-acoustic projects are attributable to the
SSBN Security Program, which is mandated to try all submarinedetection mechanisms with the slightest chance of success.
It has tested many other non-acoustic detectors in the past.21
There are also poorly explained phenomena discovered by accident.
One example, whose declassification implies that it was worthless,
was NIDAR.22 From World War II onwards, ships sporadically
reported detecting submerged submarines using their radars;

the objects detected were clouds above the submarines. The
idea was systematically investigated by Destroyer Development
Group Two between 1956 and 1959. Although reported detections
were generally treated sceptically, it appeared that they were
real. A proposed (not proven) explanation was that they were an
indirect effect of the Bernouilli hump above the submarine, which
disturbed the water vapour gradient above it. That disturbance
would sometimes form buoyant turbulent cells, which could be
detected by radar as they rose. Range was comparable to that
achievable by sonar and the incidents were too sporadic to be
considered a reliable indication of the presence of a submarine.
The only non-acoustic detector which is currently in service in
the West is MAD. It is very reliable but also has short inherent
range. Typically it is used in the final stage of an attack because
it will activate when an aeroplane or helicopter is directly over
a submarine. Current interest in the likelihood that non-acoustic
sensors will soon make the oceans more transparent can be traced
to a Chinese announcement in August 2017 of a breakthrough
in MAD using a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID) which would much increase MAD sensitivity. The Chinese
reportedly claimed that they could detect submarines at depths
as great as 500 m. SQUID is not a new idea but it has not been
implemented because it requires extremely low temperatures in
order to operate. A group at the Shanghai Institute of Microsystem
and Information Technology claimed in 2017 that by using an array
of SQUIDs they could overcome the noise usually associated with
such devices, to give them a range of several kilometres. This
presumably means random noise in the SQUID detectors but all
forms of MAD must overcome external noise, most of it geomagnetic.
The longer the range of detection, the larger the area on the earth
that the detector sees and consequently the better the chance
that the submarine signature will be superimposed on noise.
According to a 2017 article in the New Scientist, the Chinese
SQUID offers a range as great as 6 km, and with noise
suppression it could do much better. To put such performance
in perspective, 6 km is about 3.3 nm. A good direct-path sonar
can detect a submarine at or beyond 9,000 m. The great virtue
of a SQUID would be that it would equip a fast aeroplane but
in that case much of the range of the SQUID device would
be taken up by the height of the aeroplane above the sea.
In theory, MAD can be used to search a narrow strait. During
World War II Allied aircraft created a MAD barrier over the Strait of
Gibraltar which was not amenable to sonar surveillance because
of layering in the water (the outflow from the Mediterranean
and the inflow from the Atlantic). The short inherent range of
the MAD involved was perceived as an advantage because it
indicated that a submarine was directly under the aeroplane.
It is not clear how efficient this MAD barrier was in practice.
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In contrast to Western navies, the Soviet navy apparently saw
MAD as a search device to close off narrow straits; its use would
explain unusually intense Soviet interest in submarine degaussing.

Recently, DARPA has shown interest in biological phenomena such
as bioluminescence, again apparently in the hope of detecting
shallow-running submarines.23

A submarine leaves a trail of residue. Paint flakes off and the
reactor may make particles in the coolant radioactive. The wake
itself disturbs the surrounding sea. After the end of the Cold War it
became clear that the Soviets had exploited various indicators of
submarine movement to create a trailing sensor they called Sistema
Obnaruzeniya Kil’vaternogo Sleda (SOKS) - wake trace detection
system. SOKS sensor heads are visible onboard many Russian
submarines. There was also a surface ship device, MI-110R, which
was quite common in the 1960s. The sensors involved may be
turbulence or temperature or chemical detectors. In 2000, it was
reported that the sensors in front of the sails of many Russian nuclear
submarines are nucleotide detectors. Some submarines showed
an open box atop the sail, described as an optical turbulence
detector (using changes in the light conductivity of the water passing
through it). It would have operated independently of the chemical
or nucleotide detectors as a means of reducing false alarms.

Overall, it is impossible to prove a negative. It cannot be shown
that over the next twenty or thirty years the ocean will not become
transparent. However, given the very long ranges of current US
and Russian naval ballistic missiles - 6,000 nm in the case of
Trident - the ocean areas in which strategic submarines can lurk
are vast. Beijing is well within the range of a submarine operating
in the Arctic. Yet to many the possibility of some seismic shift in
submarine survivability due to non-acoustics remains attractive.
There is apparently a current official Chinese government
campaign promoting just that idea, beginning with the 2017
leak of the account of a breakthrough in SQUID technology
and including claims of a prospective LIDAR satellite and also
references to a satellite to detect small gravitational variations.

During the period immediately after the end of the Soviet Union,
Soviet defence experts were anxious to export their products and as
a result Western navies gained considerable insight into Soviet Cold
War thinking and practices. Presumably that included insight into nonacoustic trailing sensors. British nuclear submarines sprouted sensor
masts alongside their sails and US attack submarines sprouted
‘environmental sensors’ forward of their sails. Both would seem to be
Western equivalents of SOKS. The disappearance of these devices
suggests that their Western operators did not find them effective.
Once the West came to depend heavily on SSBNs as a survivable
deterrent, there were claims that the Soviets had non-acoustic
submarine detectors which could destroy them. The loudest were
claims that the Soviets were detecting submarine wakes from
space using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) onboard satellites.
The Soviets also had long-range ballistic missiles which could
presumably be aimed at the submarines. During the US debate over
mobile basing of the MX strategic missile there were official hints
that the Soviets had made a breakthrough in strategic ASW. Later
it was admitted that all of this testimony had been intended simply
to support the MX program which was under heavy political attack.
The admission that claims of Soviet progress had been nothing
more than a political ploy seemed less than credible. Perhaps the
real political pressure was coming from the US Navy, increasingly
the dominant operator of US strategic weapons. Ultimately
Congress demanded a study by what it considered an impartial
agency, the CIA. This study backed the Navy’s assertion: no
effective strategic ASW system was in prospect. That has
not precluded similar claims, most recently during the British
discussion of a follow-on to the current Trident submarine force.
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Technologists tell us what can be done but what actually
is done depends on who wants to pay for it. Moore’s Law the law that computing keeps getting faster and cheaper
- is not a law of nature; ultimately it is at least as much an
observation about the market for computing.
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9. Making it Work
Nearly everything in this section has been about detecting a
submarine, more or less precisely. Ultimately the question is whether
the submarine, once detected, can be destroyed. That is not a
simple matter. Much depends on how precisely the submarine
can be located, hence whether destroying it requires a further
effort to fix its position more precisely. Much also depends on
how well ASW weapons work in practice, as opposed to theory.

Submarines already have defences such as decoys. Current work
on anti-torpedo weapons to protect major surface ships may also
produce effective submarine self-defence weapons. US aircraft
carriers are currently armed with small anti-torpedo torpedoes. The
larger the submarine, the smaller the cost (to its effectiveness) of
effective self-defence. Self-defence is certainly a difficult problem in
an underwater environment but it is unlikely to be insurmountable.

10. Conclusions
On balance it seems that strategic submarines will be
less, not more, vulnerable in the future.
Postulated means of detecting strategic submarines will almost
certainly not include means of identification and in a world of more
powers operating such submarines, identification becomes much
more important to any attacker. It would be extremely embarrassing
to seek to upend the strategic balance only to find out that the
attacker had hit the wrong targets. This is aside from the likelihood
that growing industrial use of the sea will greatly complicate any type
of detector. At least at present, the most-touted advanced form of
ASW is not radical enough to justify any claim that submarines will
be finding their lives much more difficult over the next two decades.
Currently, very few navies in the world are at all effective in ASW,
even at close quarters. Such operations are very expensive.
They require considerable training against realistic targets. Past
experience, for example in World War II, suggests that peacetime
attempts at such realism often fail. Moreover, an emphasis on
undersea warfare of any kind detracts from investment in naval
missions which may be far more important, apart from during an
all-out war, particularly in terms of presence and power projection.
Usually the same ships and aircraft cannot do both these jobs
and ASW very effectively. ASW is largely invisible and success
is very difficult to judge in peacetime (an offensive against
someone’s strategic submarines would count as all-out war).

That means that even if some method of reliably tracking
strategic submarines became available, exploiting it would
be extremely expensive, possibly unaffordable. As noted
above, there are serious practical difficulties to be overcome
even if submarines can be located, for example from space.
Moreover, as knowledge of the oceans improves, that improvement
is likely to favour submarines seeking places in which they
will be difficult to find and to track (which are not the same
thing). That is aside from questions of weapon effectiveness.
Very large strategic submarines may be able to accommodate
decoy and deception devices on a much larger scale than
small ones. Detailed intelligence of such devices will probably
be difficult or impossible to obtain. In contrast to air weapons,
undersea weapons are essentially invisible to satellites. During
the Cold War, US and British submarines were apparently able
to penetrate Soviet coastal waters at will but even then could
not reach inland waters such as the Caspian Sea, where many
Soviet weapons and systems were tested. Without detailed
knowledge of how they work, decoys will generally be successful.
All of this suggests that in the future it will be far more profitable to
attack elements of the strategic submarine system (such
as communications and missile systems) rather than
the submarine itself. These elements are the means of
maintaining the submarines (the base structure), the
communications system, and the missile once launched.
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Endnotes
1

During the Cold War the United States accounted for the great
bulk of world investment in military research and development.
Afterwards it was cut deeply, in some accounts by as much as
70 percent. Russian investment effectively collapsed at the end
of the Cold War. China relies heavily on cyber-espionage for
development, and many Chinese systems seem to be copies
of foreign ones. European investment in military research and
development has generally been weak.

2

Owen Cote, Jr. makes this point in his new article, ‘Invisible
Nuclear-Armed Submarines or Transparent Oceans? Are
Ballistic Missile Submarines Still the Best Deterrent for the
US?’ in Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, January 2019. He
argues that geography makes it virtually impossible for any
rival power, such as China, to develop an equivalent to the
SOSUS system which effectively tracked Soviet submarines
during the Cold War.

3

4

5
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The author worked for a decade for Herman Kahn, one of the
key US nuclear strategists, at his Hudson Institute think-tank.
Mr. Kahn first became involved with nuclear weaponry when
the only effective means of attack was bombers. He was
fond of saying that the Soviets would not attack even if all the
bombers were concentrated in Times Square and all the US
radars turned off. The consequences of failure were just too
great. Later, when many in the US government claimed that
the Soviets were practicing for a first strike by firing multiple
ICBMs in exercises, it was difficult to see how firing ten of
them in close sequence (as they had) could guarantee that
a thousand or more could be fired in the tightly coordinated
timing needed to ensure that a strike against US land-based
missiles would succeed. There were just too many unknowns,
including the well-publicised problem of missile guidance for
weapons flying over the North Pole. Stability might possibly
become an issue if numbers were drawn down much more
drastically and if tests were made more realistic (if that would
ever be possible).
However, one might posit a constellation of low-observable
but very long endurance UAVs. Long endurance is certainly
possible; the United States and possibly others have
demonstrated solar-powered UAVs. They do not currently
carry much of a payload, but one might posit a future of ultralightweight sensors and communications links. This would be
in line with DARPA claims regarding the disruptive technology
it currently embraces. The main question here would be the
communication link: communication requires energy, and the
longer the range, the greater the energy involved. To support a
first strike, the UAVs would need some way of communicating
back the locations of the missiles.
The Indian National Maritime Foundation posted a description
of the project in December 2016. CSSC had announced it in
December 2015 as a network of ship and undersea sensors
which could detect and track all surface and subsurface traffic
in the South China Sea. A sketch posted at the time showed
a line of sensors linked to an underwater working station.
The system would also include seismic sensors. The Indian
description treated the system as a CSSC proposal, but since
CSSC is a Chinese government entity, it would seem instead to
meet a stated Chinese naval requirement (it also has disaster
management elements not relevant here). The project is to be
completed in 2020. According to the Indian foundation, the
Chinese have already set up offshore detection systems to
protect bases (such systems have been widely reported). The
systems described in the Maritime Foundation paper employ
a 2 km long optical cable and three sets of sensors with three
nodes. The distance mentioned suggests something close
offshore, to deny the entrance of a base to enemy submarines
or, more likely, special forces. Presumably these systems use
upward-looking passive sonars, the optical cable indicating a
fibre-optic rather than conventional wire connection. The small
number of nodes and sensors suggests a narrow field of view.

6

The Ohio-class was designed specifically for quick refits and
hence for minimum time between patrols, and these submarines
have alternating ‘blue’ and ‘gold’ crews (as do the British
strategic submarines). A submarine is out of service once
in its career, for refuelling. The Columbia-class are to have
‘one-shot’ reactors and thus to avoid refuelling altogether.
British submarines have similar reactor core technology. The
French use short-life ‘caramel’ fuel which requires refuelling
after about eight years.

7

A physical break into a supposedly secure and therefore
unencrypted communication system might be analogised
to human engineering, in that it is a way around the great
problem of code-breaking.

8

TRAPS and SHARK were described in a 2013 article in Wired.
The article pointed out that DARPA had not announced solutions
for the serious technical problems both presented, for example,
power and endurance in the UUV. ACTUV in particular has
received enormous publicity as a transformational device.

9

There was also a shallow-water SOSUS element, which must
have used different technology.

10

When the British were let in on the SOSUS secret, a British
acoustics physicist pointed out that even diesels could be
silenced to the point where SOSUS range would shrink to
tens of miles or less. At this time the British were building the
very quiet Porpoise-class diesel submarines, whose engines
were sound-mounted. The Soviets were apparently showing
no interest in silencing.

11

World War II contact with the Royal Navy seems to have
provided the Soviets with some noise-measurement and
silencing technology but it was associated entirely with
broadband sound. At the end of the war the Soviets captured
German broadband silencing technology, such as the quiet
propellers developed for their Type XXI and XXIII submarines.
The crucial narrowband LOFAR technology was an entirely
postwar development, which the Soviets seem not to have
obtained or exploited.

12

After China, India has been the chief recipient of Russian military
and naval technology. According to Flottes de Combat 2018,
726, the Indian program was quite protracted, beginning with a
1976 project and assisted when the Soviets leased a ‘Charlie’
(Project 670A) class missile submarine to India in 1988-1991.
There was also a design based on a shortened Yankee-class
(Project 667) ballistic missile submarine. The pressurisedwater reactor is derived from a land-based prototype which
became operational in September 2006. The Russians may
have helped with the reactor, but Flottes does not identify it
with any Russian type. The submarine’s reactor went critical
on 10 August 2013, the submarine beginning sea trials on
13 December 2014; she did not enter service officially until
23 February 2016. The causes of the numerous delays are
not clear. The Indians currently lease a Russian Akula-class
submarine (with provision to buy it) and are negotiating a
second lease. These arrangements are unique: no other country
has transferred a nuclear submarine under any conditions.

13

This was the Cross Report, a history of airborne ASW completed
in 1977; a declassified copy is held by the US Navy Operational
Archives. The two maps are in in Friedman’s Network-Centric
Warfare: How Navies Learned to Fight Smarter Through Three
World Wars (2009).

14

It appears that the British Type 23 frigate was initially conceived
as a towed-array surveillance ship to operate Type 2031 arrays
in the GIUK Gap. The surveillance mission shows in the ship’s
extraordinarily quiet low-speed powerplant.

15

Victor III has the same beam as earlier Victors which suggests
that something other than rafting was used to silence its
machinery.
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16

Blade rate is caused by the interaction between the propeller
blades and the uneven water flow coming off various parts of
the submarine, such as the sail and the vertical and horizontal
control surfaces. As a blade hits an area of uneven flow, it
vibrates. This vibration passes up the propeller shaft and out
the bow of the submarine. In the West, the discovery of the
phenomenon in 1960 was a horrifying shock, since it brought
the survivability of the new strategic submarines into question.
The solution was a new type of propeller with scythe-shaped
blades, which entered the uneven-flow areas more gradually.
Pump-jets are a way of overcoming the blade rate problem.

17

RAP generated considerable interest in the 1970s, when some
proposed fast ASW craft were (notionally) provided with RAP
sensors which they would lower, ping, and raise. Targets
detected by the ping would be reached by the sprinting craft.
The problem was that the pinger had to be raised and lowered
extremely quickly from a depth of hundreds of metres. Later
the US Navy adopted a RAP sonobuoy, ERAPS.

18

E2R was called JULIE, LOFAR being JEZEBEL. Many sonobuoys
are switchable between the two modes of operation. The
post-Cold War problem was not only the quietness of diesel
submarines but also the fact that they could sit on the bottom,
generating no sound at all.

19

US National Academy of Sciences, Technology for the US
Navy and Marine Corps, 2000 - 2035, Becoming a 21st Century
Force, Volume 7: Undersea Warfare (Washington: National
Academy Press, 1997).

20

This real estate issue is the basis of Owen Cote’s argument
that no one but the US can operate an oceanic-scale sensor
system. There are two vital caveats. One is that anyone using
long enough cable can locate arrays almost anywhere. The
other is that towed systems, which already (in the oil drilling
industry) may be quite long, can substitute for fixed ones.
China currently operates several acoustic surveillance ships
comparable in theory to the US T-AGOS fleet; it is not clear
from published material whether they have low-frequency
sonars like the US LFA. Most of the Chinese ships are smaller
than their US counterparts. Cote argues that even if a hostile
country could emplace arrays in areas under other countries’
control, they would not be tolerated. That would be more the
case in a future in which countries anxious to exploit their
EEZs maintained surveillance over them and over contiguous
continental shelves. That is not the case at present.

21

In October 1968 the SSBN Security Program was established
to investigate both acoustic and non-acoustic vulnerabilities
of US strategic submarines. Non-acoustic achievements
have included the first AC and DC electromagnetic signature
measurements of completely submerged submarines,
identification of IR scars previously observed as manifestations
of submarine wakes, development of the first quantified
bioluminescence detection model, and made the first tests of
an airborne digital LIDAR (laser radar) against a submarine.

22

AD-B 228588, declassified August 1997. Merrill I. Skolnik, ‘A
Review of NIDAR’ (NRL Memorandum Report 3025, April 1975).
Skolnik was head of the NRL Radar Division and author of a
widely-used radar handbook and tried to revive the idea of
radar detection. There were many sceptics and importantly no
additional non-acoustic phenomena have received any wide
attention in the more than three decades since Skolnik wrote.

23

Researchers are developing new types of sensor systems
that detect and record the behaviours of marine organisms
and interpret them to identify and report on the presence
of manned and UUVs under DARPA’s Persistent Aquatic
Living Sensors (PALS) program. PALS program contracts
were reported in the 18 February 2019 issue of Space Daily.
Northrop Grumman received a contract to study the acoustics
of snapping shrimp and bioluminescence; the US Naval
Research Laboratory to integrate microbes into a sensing
platform to detect and characterise biological signals from
micro-organisms responding to changes in their magnetic
environment; Florida Atlantic University to record and analyse
noises from goliath groupers; Raytheon BBN to tag black
sea bass with sensors to track the depth and acceleration
behaviours of schools of fish perturbed by underwater
vehicles; and the Naval Undersea Center to use a seafloor
hydrophone system to monitor ambient biological sound,
looking for changes which could indicate the movement of
undersea craft over coral reefs. US Navy interest may well be
due mainly to the problem of whether bioluminescent flashes
on a submarine would create excessive interference with
blue-green communication laser signals.
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